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To Ryan,
for everything

Curriculum has an obligation to interrupt heteronormative thinking.
Sumara & Davis

When someone with the authority of a teacher, say, describes the world
and you are not in it, there is a moment of psychic disequilibrium, as if
you looked into a mirror and saw nothing.
Adrienne Rich

We are all fucked up because of heteronormativity.
David Wallace

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

In the last two decades, efforts to create safe spaces for queer students on
university campuses have taken what many consider a significant turn, largely because of
work done by the Gay, Lesbian, and Straight Education Network (GLSEN). Since
GLSEN began its Safe Space campaign in the early 1990s, universities have had a model
upon which to base their own campus programs to increase visibility of issues related to
queer students (Fox 497). In this thesis I examine whether the concept of safe spaces is a
productive way to theorize and discuss those places on university campuses where
students can actually feel safe and comfortable from threats—real or perceived; physical,
emotional, psychological, or ideological.
I begin by examining heteronormativity—which largely renders institutional
spaces unsafe for queer students (Pascoe; Sumara & Davis; Warner)—before shifting my
gaze to one specific, overtly counter-heteronormative move: the implementation of safe
spaces at the university level. My analysis of safe spaces begins with the existing safe
space paradigm offered by GLSEN. I evaluate the effectiveness of this model in part by
scrutinizing a similar program at the University of Alabama in Huntsville, a regional,
medium-sized, American public research university. In addition to the library research I
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conduct for this project, I interview openly queer students at the university and survey
members of its gay-straight alliance (GSA), using the university and some of its openly
queer students as case studies of perceptions of safety on this particular university’s
campus. In addition to examining safe spaces as they are sanctioned at the institutional
level, I also offer some suggestions for how the concept of safe spaces can be applied at
the pedagogical level, whereby individual instructors can create safe spaces in their
classrooms and in their curricula.
This project began materializing early in my graduate studies, when I proposed at
the 2011 UAHuntsville English Graduate Student Conference that the safe space
paradigm offered by GLSEN—in which physical spaces are visibly marked as safe (with
the use of common queer-friendly symbols, such as rainbow flags and pink triangles)—is
not entirely effective. I posited at that time that because demarcated safe spaces share
permeable boundaries with potentially unsafe spaces, then no space is actually safe
because what is revealed in confidence in a “safe” space can transcend those permeable
boundaries into other unsafe places. After further examining safe spaces, both in theory
and in practice, I presently conclude that the idea of safe spaces is actually a potentially
useful one but also one that may need tweaking in order to be most effective.
To date, the breadth of research on safe spaces is limited. Catherine Fox offers
perhaps the most productive analysis, in which she reads the discursive work of safe
spaces as reifying the homo/hetero binary and “rendering queer subjectivity in a most
simplistic and reductive manner” (500). While Fox—the only scholar to my knowledge
whose work specifically addresses the unintended functions of safe spaces in
universities—problematizes how safe spaces can have a homogenizing effect in English
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departments, she does not address the effectiveness of safe space campaigns in making
students actually feel safe on campus. Additionally, while large-scale studies such as
GLSEN’s biennial National School Climate Survey attempt to measure perceptions of
safety in middle and high schools, little to no work has been done to address whether safe
space campaigns are actually effective at the university level. 1 With seemingly no
empirical research available that attempts to measure—quantitatively or qualitatively—
the effectiveness of safe spaces on university campuses, I began this thesis with the goals
of both measuring the effectiveness of the GLSEN safe space paradigm and theorizing
other potentially effective uses of the concept of safe spaces, at the levels of institution
and pedagogy.
A few notes on terminology: I use the term space in this thesis, perhaps most
obviously, to refer to any physical location on a campus that can be made safe or unsafe
for students— classrooms, residence halls, instructor offices, etc. However, when I
discuss the potential safety of particular campus locations, I also include the non-physical
spaces with which students engage in university life: from the space of online arenas,
such as course management systems and Facebook groups for campus organizations, to
the discursive spaces of conversations overheard in hallways between instructors, and
campus anti-discrimination policies that may include or exclude sexual orientation and
gender identity as protected classes, to name a few. All of these represent different types
of campus spaces—some sanctioned by the institution and others not. Likewise, for this
project, I define as a space anything with which students engage in making and
1

However, though McRee and Cooper’s 1998 study does comprehensively examine
campus climates for queer students at a variety of institutions of higher education in the
southeastern United States, it does not specifically scrutinize the idea of safe spaces or
safe space campaigns.
3

interpreting meaning, though my analysis here will largely focus on two specific types of
campus spaces: the institutionally sanctioned arenas of the university that exist either
entirely or in part to combat heteronormativity, in this case the university’s GSA and safe
space campaign; and the physical space of the classroom, which instructors continuously
have opportunities to make safe or unsafe for students.
Additionally, for the sake of my analysis, I define a safe space (as opposed to an
unsafe one) as one where any student—regardless of sexual orientation or gender
identity—feels comfortable enough to express her/his identity without any fear of threat
or marginalization. Regarding my analysis of UAHuntsville’s2 GSA and safe space
program, my measure of the safety of each space will be largely informed by my
interviews with five out, queer undergraduates in the university population, as well as by
a survey that I created and distributed to the UAHuntsville GSA’s membership. In both
of these cases, I asked the students about their perceptions of safety in a variety of public
spaces in the university, including the GSA and places demarcated as safe spaces on
campus.
Conversely, in my discussion of pedagogy, my conception of what makes a space
safe is slightly different because here I specifically and solely address teaching practices.3
In the research I conducted for Chapter IV, I entered those classes I observed with a
specific safe space pedagogy in mind, one that charges instructors to create opportunities
for students to engage critically with issues of difference while refraining from framing

2

The University of Alabama in Huntsville is known to its students and faculty as
UAHuntsville, a moniker by which I refer to the institution henceforth in this thesis.
3

To measure the presence of safe spaces in the classroom, I conducted observations of
freshman composition and teacher preparation courses at UAHuntsville. I analyze the
results of these observations in Chapter IV.
4

the classroom discourse with any particular normalizing ideology. That safe space
pedagogy, which I outline in greater detail in Chapter IV, is the baseline against which I
measure the instructors I observed.
In addition to safe and space, I also employ the term queer in this thesis to discuss
the identities of the students on whose parts I am advocating and in whose shoes I have
stood and do still occasionally stand. Drawing from Jagose’s conceptualization of queer
as a category that resists normalization and one that in its constant shifting lacks neatly
defined or definable parameters, I posit that queer signifies difference as difference
signifies the marginalization of identity. I use the term queer instead of LGBT (or a
similar acronym) to describe these students because queer defies the rigid
compartmentalization of identity labels offered by terms like lesbian, gay, bisexual, and
transgender. The concept of queer is useful for countering heteronormativity because it
brings to light sexual difference and equates this difference with the normalcy against
which it is typically marginalized and rendered Other (Seidman). Counterheteronormative ideology, which I examine in more detail in Chapter II, is wholly
informed by (and dependent upon) queer theory and in its manifestation is always
inherently queer; it is also the foundation of the safe space ideology that I examine
throughout my thesis.
In this thesis I offer three distinct chapters (beyond this introduction), each
fulfilling a unique purpose in my analysis of safe spaces. In Chapter II, I extensively
review the literature and critical frameworks that largely inform my detailed presentation
of research in the subsequent two chapters. I begin by scrutinizing the many structures
that render university spaces unsafe, first examining the underlying ideology that
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marginalizes queer students in educational settings: heteronormativity. After discussing
the ideologically violent nature of heteronormativity, I examine how heteronormative
ideology often operates in universities, including at the levels of institution (school
policies and procedures) and pedagogy (the daily goings-on of individual classes and
curricula).
Chapter III examines the effectiveness of specific counter-heteronormative
structures that currently exist in university settings and that are sanctioned by the
institutions in which they are housed, including safe space campaigns (as they are
currently conceived and put into practice) and GSAs. Here I specifically examine the
UAHuntsville campus, taking into account data that I gathered about perceptions and
feelings of safety of queer students. Employing mixed methods research, I gathered two
different sets of data. The first set of data I collected was in the form of a survey,
designed on SurveyMonkey.com and publicly distributed to all members of the
UAHuntsville GSA’s Facebook page, allowing students to respond anonymously. The
questions asked students about their experiences with the university GSA, their
experiences with the university’s safe space campaign, and their experiences with safety
in the university more broadly; I asked these questions with the aim of determining the
perceived safety of each of these spaces by the polled students and their tendencies to
visit and engage with these spaces.
My second set of data comes from interviews that I conducted with five out, queer
students at the university, offering their experiences in this particular institution as
amplified case studies to supplement the results of the anonymous surveys. Here I draw
from Dyson & Genishi’s claim that case studies are useful for complicating our
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understandings of reality and presenting messy, compelling reasons to reexamine our
understandings of particular phenomena—in this case, the perceived usefulness of
demarcated safe spaces in one particular university setting.
Chapter IV focuses on pedagogy and accomplishes two aims: (1) to investigate
how sexual orientation and gender identity are typically framed within critical
discussions of marginalized student identities in educational scholarship, and (2) to offer
some examples of how safe spaces can be fostered in university classroom settings.
Regarding the first of these aims, I begin by examining how critical pedagogy and poststructuralism provide useful (though somewhat problematic) starting points from which
to theorize a safe space pedagogy. After establishing my own safe space pedagogy, I
conclude the chapter by offering some examples of best practices for making classrooms
safe for queer students. Among these examples are those from my classroom
observations at the UAHuntsville campus, in which, in addition to examining
heteronormativity in individual classrooms, I looked for examples of instructors creating
safe spaces for their students. I specifically observed two freshman composition courses
and two undergraduate teacher preparation courses, seeking examples of (counter-)
heteronormative practices and discourses present in each classroom. In addition to
examining the aforementioned heteronormative structures through the lens of my field
research, I also discuss the prevalence of heteronormativity in university spaces more
broadly, again turning to current discussions in rhetoric and composition and other
educational scholarship.
In this thesis I aim first to examine what makes university settings unsafe for
queer-identifying and -identified students, and then to problematize the existing
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structures that attempt to make those university spaces safe, complicating notions of how
safe space ideology can be used to productively counter heteronormativity. I seek both to
analyze how safe space campaigns are currently implemented and to imagine how the
concept of safe spaces can be used to effectively render university spaces safe for queer
students. Drawing from a variety of frameworks from queer, rhetoric and composition,
and other pedagogical scholarship, I examine one particular, localized university setting
through case studies, surveys, and classroom observations, discussing both how queer
students (out, closeted, and questioning) perceive the safety of their university campus
and how instructors can potentially create safe spaces for student engagement in their
classrooms and in their curricula. As Sumara and Davis posit, “Curriculum has an
obligation to interrupt heteronormative thinking” (191). I undertake this project in part
for the sake of fulfilling that obligation.

8

CHAPTER II

“IMAGINING A NECESSARILY AND DESIRABLY QUEER WORLD”:
TOWARD COUNTER-HETERONORMATIVE SAFE SPACES

Making universities safe places for queer-identifying and -identified students4 can
be a tricky undertaking. One of the more recent progressive-minded moves in the United
States is that of implementing safe space campaigns in universities, though the most
prominent of such models, the one developed and popularized by GLSEN, I argue, is
ineffective and ideologically problematic because the “safe” spaces created in such a
paradigm are not necessarily safe. Additionally, the defining of safe space discourse
must take into account more than just vague “institutional” space. To render universities
safe for queer-identifying and -identified students, the definition of safe spaces must be
expanded to include not only policies and practices at the level of institution but also at
the levels of curriculum and pedagogy.
Safe space discourse must take into account classroom space, just as it does
institutional space more broadly, perhaps most obviously because students’ experiences
4

As I mention in Chapter I, I use the term queer, rather than LGBT, to describe these
students because queer defies compartmentalizing identity labels. However, I sometimes
instead use the more specific phrase queer-identifying and -identified to additionally
include students who are perceived to be but perhaps do not identify as queer or as nonstraight because those students can be marginalized by heteronormative ideologies just as
often as queer students are.
9

in classrooms are an important part of their experiences in universities more generally.
Concerned educators must also note, though, that students are not passive objects in the
classroom experience; rather, they are actively involved in shaping classroom space.
While the rhetoric of university policy, departmental mission statements, and course
syllabi shape the discursive arena of an individual classroom, they do not wholly define
this discourse; instead, the ever-changing inhabitances of students and instructors open up
possibilities to constantly transform classrooms into safe spaces to counter oppressive
heteronormative ideologies that render these arenas unsafe for queer students.
Likewise arising from this theorization of safe spaces is the necessity to counter
heteronormativity, which often ideologically renders university spaces unsafe. In this
chapter I employ queer theory as I articulate what I argue is necessary for the effective
countering of heteronormativity because queer theory disrupts the binaristic discourse
that simultaneously privileges heterosexual identities/ideologies and marginalizes nonheterosexual ones. Before adopting queer theory as a framework through which to
counter heteronormativity, though, I first examine the tangible effects of
heteronormativity in university spaces—the marginalization of queer students—and
problematize the GLSEN safe space paradigm.

Reexamining University Safe Spaces
What makes a space safe? Since GLSEN first introduced its Safe Space5
campaign, few scholars have explicitly grappled with this question.6 The safe space
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GLSEN’s safe space campaign is known as Safe Space. Hereafter, I use Safe Space to
refer specifically to the GLSEN model, and safe space elsewhere.
10

model offered by GLSEN is the one most often adopted and adapted for use by
universities today. GLSEN defines the aim of safe spaces as to make schools safe for
queer students through inclusive efforts that validate the lived experiences of these
students (“About”). Specifically, GLSEN describes the purpose of Safe Space as
follows:
The main purpose of a Safe Space program is to visibly
mark people and places that are “safe” for LGBT students.
This is usually accomplished through a sticker with a pink
triangle, rainbow flag, or other recognizable LGBT symbol
on it. When students and staff put stickers on their lockers,
backpacks, binders, or office doors, it stands out as an
affirmation of LGBT people and lets others know that they
are a safe person to approach for support and guidance.
(GLSEN Safe Space)
In the GLSEN paradigm, recognizable queer-friendly symbols signify that spaces are safe
for queer students. What I find problematic about this system of demarcating “safe”
spaces is its implication that spaces not marked as safe are unsafe for the articulation of
queer identities. This is problematic because the boundaries between these two types of
spaces are not necessarily always clear, nor do they always arguably exist. However, if
clear boundaries do exist between safe and unsafe spaces, such boundaries are still
permeable; anything that occurs within the boundaries of any given arena—safe or
unsafe—can travel to another space. Therefore, for example, if a person comes out of the
closet in a space defined as safe, then she does not necessarily only come out within the

6

The most notable exception to this is queer compositionist Catherine Fox, whose
analysis of safe space decals as discursive performances problematizes such gestures as
reifying heteronormative ideology through the “conflation of safety and comfort” and the
“reproduction of a hetero/homo binary” (497).
11

boundaries of that safe place. Rather, her coming out can be said to have happened in
multiple spaces because of the precariousness of the boundaries between the spaces.7
This effectively illustrates one dilemma of institutionally sanctioned safe spaces
on university campuses: simply, sometimes safe spaces are not so. A telling anecdotal
example of this is Rutgers University, where, in September 2010, freshman Tyler
Clementi jumped from the George Washington Bridge to his death after his on-campus
roommate, Dharun Ravi, streamed webcam footage to the Internet of a sexual encounter
between Clementi, who was largely closeted, and another man (“Tyler Clementi”). Since
2005—five years before Clementi’s suicide—Rutgers has housed its Center for Social
Justice Education and LGBT Communities, which focuses specifically on issues related
to queer students and faculty at the university and which has, since its genesis, been
responsible for creating queer-friendly/gender neutral on-campus housing for students
and for implementing Safe(r) Space, the institution’s safe space campaign that is based on
the GLSEN model (“History”). Though my research on the Rutgers case has not
definitively concluded that the resident hall where Clementi lived was officially part of
Rutgers’ Safe(r) Space program,8 this case still stands as an example of a university
instituting several programs that validate the lived experiences of queer students yet
failing to function as a safe space. Furthermore, despite the lack of an explicit correlation
among Clementi’s suicide, the established safeness (or lack thereof) of the on-campus

7

One potential effect of someone’s unintended coming out in multiple spaces
simultaneously is that a person eavesdropping on such a private conversation might
overhear the details of the student’s coming out and tell other people, for example.
8

Nor has it concluded that his resident hall was not part of Safe(r) Space. Unfortunately,
I was unable to uncover whether this resident hall was part of the program at the time of
Clementi’s suicide.
12

housing where he lived with Ravi, and the influence of the inclusive efforts of the
Rutgers Center for Social Justice Education and LGBT Communities in late 2010,
Clementi’s suicide did in fact occur on a university campus where overt efforts were
being made by the policymakers of the institution to foster safe spaces on campus.
Simply, the Rutgers case stands as an example of the sometimes lack of safety for queer
students in the institutionally sanctioned safe spaces of universities.
Looking beyond Rutgers, suicide and the risk of suicide are not shocking in a
culture where, as reported by GLSEN’s 2011 National School Climate Survey, more than
eighty-one percent of queer high school students are verbally harassed at schools because
of their sexual orientations, real and perceived (Kosciw et al.). Other similar statistics—
in this case, from 1991 to 2006—have recently demonstrated that queer youth and young
adults collectively commit and attempt suicide at higher rates than their straight
counterparts (Clements-Nolle, Marx, & Katz; Garofalo et al.; Paul et al.; Remafedi,
Farrow, & Deisher; Robin et al.; Rotheram-Borus, Hunter, & Rosario). For example, just
ten years ago, researchers found that in some cases over twenty percent of men who have
sex with other men have made plans to attempt suicide, with twelve percent reportedly
attempting suicide (Paul et al.). In that particular study, most of the men who had
attempted suicide made their first attempt before the age of twenty-five. These statistics
are alarming but perhaps not all that surprising, considering the marginalization that
queer youth and young adults feel as they struggle with and come to terms with their
largely non-normalized identities.
GLSEN’s biennial National School Climate Survey, which measures harassment,
victimization, and perceptions of safety among queer high school students across the
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United States, exemplifies one way to measure the perceived safety of K-12 schools. In
the case of the 2011 survey, which polled 8,584 middle and high school students, nearly
two-thirds felt unsafe at school because of their sexual orientation (Kosciw et al.). While
this relatively recent statistic is alarming, what is perhaps more problematic is that there
is no equivalent to the large-scale GLSEN survey to measure real and perceived levels of
safety for queer students in university settings. McRee and Cooper’s 1998 study of
campus environments for queer students is probably the closest example of such a study,
although it only includes 122 students, all from universities in the southeastern United
States—not to mention that its statistics are fifteen years old. However, unlike the
National School Climate Survey, the study by McRee and Cooper did not specifically ask
its participants about their perceptions of safety on their respective campuses, so while
the GLSEN survey quantifies the need for safe spaces in middle and high schools, such
data does not exist that effectively represent postsecondary educational populations.
Despite this current lack of empirical quantitative data, I can confidently posit that
a need for safe spaces arises from the lack of safety—perceived and real—in
postsecondary institutions. For example, on the same university campus where I
conducted my research for this project, an acquaintance of mine, Raymond,9 who
recently finished his undergraduate degree at the institution, experienced firsthand the
inherently violent nature of homophobia in the public spaces of the university while he
was a student. Raymond told me that when he lived in one of the residence halls on
campus, his car, parked in the lot adjacent to the residence hall, was vandalized one
night—covered with raw eggs and maple syrup and with the word fag scribbled on the

9

A pseudonym.
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passenger side door. While an undergraduate, Raymond had a reputation among the
student body as an out gay man and outspoken queer activist, and he occasionally dressed
in drag on campus. Considering his reputation at the university, as well as the easily
identifiable nature of his car—with its unusual color and rainbow array of gay pride
paraphernalia on the rear bumper—this attack was likely not coincidental and stands as a
microcosmic case study of the violent nature of homophobia. This moment also, on a
small scale, qualifies the need for reexamining the necessity and function of safe spaces
on university campuses. In reexamining this necessity, I first turn to the ideology that
often creates unsafe spaces on campuses: heteronormativity.

The Problem of Heteronormativity
Heteronormativity, which renders spaces unsafe for queer student identity
expression, positions heterosexuality as the naturally privileged sexual
orientation/identity and simultaneously marginalizes all non-heterosexual orientations,
identities, and ideologies. Non-heterosexual experiences and viewpoints are excluded
from the normalized (and normalizing) discourses of school environments because
heterosexuality is glorified and fetishized as the only acknowledged way of being.
Heteronormativity is an often hegemonic ideology, operating invisibly and remaining
largely unquestioned in school settings, causing it to be reified and reproduced in these
settings where it is so pervasive. Furthermore, heteronormativity is ideologically harmful
to queer students, a problem scholars have been grappling with since Michael Warner
first coined the term in 1991:
Heteronormativity can only be overcome by imagining a
necessarily and desirably queer world . . . So much
15

privilege lies in heterosexual culture’s exclusive ability to
interpret itself as society. Het culture thinks of itself as the
elemental form of human association, as the very model of
intergender relations, as the indivisible basis of all
community, and as the means of reproduction without
which society wouldn’t exist. (xvi, xxi)
In positioning heterosexuality as the only acceptable sexual orientation/identity and
likewise marginalizing all non-heterosexual identities, heteronormativity hegemonically
governs discourses about sexuality until it is countered by deliberately counterheteronormative ideologies—until, as Warner suggests, we imagine “a necessarily and
desirably queer world.” An idealized counter-heteronormative worldview strips
heterosexuality of its ideological power to hegemonically stand as “the means of
reproduction without which society wouldn’t exist,” as Warner suggests.
I argue that the first step toward crossing the threshold of Warner’s imagined
queer world is counter-heteronormativity precisely because heteronormativity is an
ideology that stunts everyone, not just those of us who are marginalized by it. This is a
problem that scholars have been dealing with since Warner’s initial theorization of
heteronormativity more than twenty years ago. As queer compositionist David Wallace
candidly observed at CCCC 2010, “We are all fucked up because of heteronormativity.”
Wallace was referring to the fact that everyone is negatively impacted by
heteronormativity, not just queer-identifying and -identified individuals.
Heteronormativity, Wallace argued, stifles straight people’s conceptions of difference in
that it compartmentalizes queer identities and the lived experiences of queer individuals.
Counter-heteronormativity, then, is useful for everyone because it dispels harmful notions
that queer individuals are inherently different than and/or somehow inferior to their
straight counterparts.
16

However, as Michael Warner further observes, one particular group suffers the
most from heteronormativity:
Heterosexual ideology, in combination with a potent
ideology about gender and identity in maturation, therefore
bears down in the heaviest and often deadliest way on those
with the least resources to combat it: queer children and
teens. In a culture dominated by talk of “family values,”
the outlook is grim for any hope that child-rearing
institutions of home and state can become less oppressive.
(xvi)
Indeed, I can attest to the validity of Warner’s claim. As a gay teenager attending a rural
high school in the heart of the Bible Belt, I was terrified at the prospect of coming out of
the closet to anyone because I did not want to be perceived as somehow different or,
worse, deficient. This troubling feeling of being different that I10 experienced growing
up does not come as a complete surprise, as sociologist C.J. Pascoe describes in her case
study of one suburban high school in the Pacific Northwest. Pascoe observes that
heteronormativity exists at basically every point in a student’s educational experience:
“Heteronormative practices . . . are entrenched in official and unofficial school rules,
school rituals, and pedagogical practices . . . Beginning in elementary school, students
participate in a ‘heterosexualizing process’ in which children present themselves as
‘normal’ girls or boys through discourses of heterosexuality” (6, 26). Simply,
heteronormativity is so pervasive in educational settings that it is inescapable. Born out
of such heteronormative ideology are high school staples, such as dances and the
crowning of the prom king and queen, activities that help define high school culture and
that are contingent upon the heteronormative (and gender normative) assumption that
males and females are not only inherently different but complementary. In such a
10

And others, as my interviews that I analyze Chapter III demonstrate.
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normalizing discourse, one that fetishizes heterosexuality and celebrates the lived
experiences of straight students, queer students, in their marginalized states, can
sometimes feel inadequate because they do not live up to the sexual identity idealized by
their school cultures or alienated because they break the mold from which they are
formed in the traditional discourses of school culture.
Considering these effects of heteronormative ideology in school settings, it is not
surprising that, as research demonstrates, queer youth and young adults collectively
commit and attempt suicide at higher rates than their straight counterparts.11 Likewise,
queer student identities are often marginalized in these discourses—underrepresented
and, more alarmingly, frequently absent. This absence of queer voices from curricula and
school culture, which educational theorist Gerald Unks describes as follows, is as
ideologically violent as the pervasive heteronormativity identified by Pascoe:
Within the typical secondary school curriculum,
homosexuals do not exist . . . The lesson to the heterosexual
student is abundantly clear: homosexuals do nothing of
consequence. To the homosexual student, the message has
even greater power: no one who has ever felt as you do has
done anything worth mentioning. (5)
Though Unks employs the seemingly archaic12 terms homosexual and heterosexual here,
he makes a compelling point about the ideologically violent nature of heteronormativity,
which is that, as C.J. Pascoe observes in her case study, students are inundated with
11

See research cited at the beginning of this chapter.

12

In interdisciplinary queer scholarship, especially since Unks was writing in 1995, the
terms homosexual and heterosexual have largely been abandoned, as they reinforce a
binaristic conception of sexual orientation in which the only two viable options are gay
and straight. Such a patriarchal paradigm is just as oppressive as heteronormativity
because it marginalizes anyone who does not fit its uncomplicated, black-and-white
construction of sexual orientation and identity. Additionally, such ideology is completely
in opposition to the liberatory work of queer theory.
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heteronormative ideology in schools from the youngest of ages. Likewise, Unks further
posits: “The absence from the curriculum of valid information about homosexuality cuts
both ways; heterosexual students are given no reasons not to hate homosexuals, while
homosexual students are given no reason not to hate themselves” (5). Unks’s reading of
curricular heteronormativity suggests the birth of homophobia from heteronormativity.
If, for example, as Unks suggests, the lack of visibility of queer voices in curricula—or,
arguably, other educational spaces—sets up the possibility of straight students hating gay
students, then the contemporary reality of queer youth and young adult suicides as a
result of bullying almost comes as no surprise at all. In such a paradigm, queer students
experience violence at the levels of both institution and ideology.
Heteronormativity is ideologically violent and likewise harmful toward queeridentifying and -identified students, as is demonstrated by the cyberbullying and
subsequent suicide of Tyler Clementi, as well as the exclusionary and heteronormalizing
practices problematized by Pascoe and Unks. In order to provide a solution for
heteronormativity and homophobia in school settings, I argue that heteronormativity must
be deliberately countered. I use the term counter quite purposefully here. Countering
implies the same sort of ideological violence that heteronormativity does—violence by
means of ideological problematization, though perhaps not to the same degree as
heteronormativity. Additionally, I prefer to counter rather than combat heteronormativity
because the latter potentially implies physical force; simply, the counterheteronormativity that I propose here is ideologically violent but not physically violent. I
offer these distinctions as a matter of clarity and formality because, as Slavoj Žižek
theorizes, every ideology is inherently violent simply by being ideological.
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Žižek’s conceptualization of violence is useful when theorizing (counter-)
heteronormativity because such a theorization assumes the inherently violent nature of all
ideology. Specifically, both heteronormativity and counter-heteronormativity illustrate
Žižek’s concept of objective violence, violence that is inherent in a system and that
marginalizes any ideology that defies said system. Žižek posits that every ideology is
violent in its inherent opposition to other ideologies: “the actualisation of a notion of an
ideology at its purest coincides with, or, more precisely, appears as its opposite, as nonideology. Mutatis mutandis, the same holds for violence. Social-symbolic violence at its
purest appears as its opposite” (36). Heteronormativity is inherently violent in its
marginalization of non-heterosexual orientations and ideologies; likewise, counterheteronormativity must necessarily be an ideologically violent act because
heteronormativity is itself ideologically violent.13 However, because violence can exist
solely at the ideological level, as Žižek observes, counter-heteronormative “violence”
could manifest itself as any practice or ideology that actively resists the privileging of
heterosexuality, including the creation of safe spaces on university campuses. Such a
move would indeed counter, but not necessarily combat, heteronormative ideology.

Toward Queer Counter-Heteronormativity
Making university campuses safe for queer students requires deliberately counterheteronormative moves at the levels of institution, curriculum, and pedagogy—policies
and practices that defy the oppressive ideologies that normalize the lived experiences of
13

While both heteronormativity and counter-heteronormativity exemplify objective
violence, the former manifests itself as marginalization and sometimes even operates
hegemonically. The counter-heteronormativity that I envision does not marginalize but
instead merely problematizes.
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straight students at the cost of marginalizing those of queer students. Queer theory is a
useful starting point for articulating these counter-heteronormative moves in that it offers
a productive framework for theorizing the experiences of and issues facing queer
students.
For the sake of clarity, I employ the term queer here to refer to any students with
non-normative (i.e., non-straight) sexual orientations and/or gender identities because
their identities are often marginalized in the heteronormative discourses that are so
pervasive in university settings. Likewise, queer signifies difference as difference
signifies the marginalization of identity. As Annamarie Jagose posits, queer is a category
that defies normalization and one that in its constant shifting lacks neatly defined or
definable parameters. It is a category that resists paradigmatic pigeonholing and instead
creates opportunities to forge new spaces in which to engage with issues of difference.
Queer can also be deliberately counter-heteronormative. As Steven Seidman
theorizes, queer deliberately provides an alternative to marginalizing, normative
ideologies:
Queering [is] deconstructive—that is, a discursive strategy
involving the displacement or placing into doubt of
foundational assumptions for the purpose of opening up
new possibilities for critical social analysis and political
practice. I call this deconstructive move “queering”
because I intend to make strange or “queer” what is
considered known, familiar, and commonplace, what is
assumed to be the order of things, the natural way, the
normal, the healthy, and so on. (x-xi)
Queer theory, then, is useful for countering heteronormativity because it brings to light
sexual difference and equates this difference with the normalcy against which it is
typically marginalized and rendered Other. Likewise, queer theory can be used as a
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framework in which to situate counter-heteronormativity as a means of fostering safe
spaces. In other words, the spaces of the university can be made safe when we counterheteronormatively queer them.
Part of this queer aim involves more than merely the deconstructive work that
Seidman discusses in his paradigmatic queering. The “placing into doubt of foundational
assumptions” for which Seidman advocates involves the problematizing of
heteronormativity and is a necessary move in the right direction. However, in order to
achieve queer counter-heteronormativity more fully, one option is to completely abandon
oppressive, marginalizing ideologies and instead look toward future possibilities. José E.
Muñoz describes such a future in his theorization of queer as a utopian condition:
“Queerness is not here yet . . . Put another way, we are not yet queer . . . We have never
been queer, yet queerness exists for us as an ideality that can be distilled from the past
and used to imagine a future. The future is queerness’s domain” (1).
For Muñoz, queer denotes an ideal condition that has not yet been idealized
because it has not yet been fully imagined. This conceptualization gets at Jagose’s notion
that queer defies parameters and is constantly evolving. Additionally, the utopian queer
world that Muñoz envisions is one that has not yet arrived and perhaps one that can never
arrive because of the constantly changing nature of queer. Jasbir K. Puar reinforces this
conceptualization in her own discussion of queer futurity: “Queerness [is] not an identity,
nor an anti-identity, but an assemblage that is spatially and temporally contingent” (195).
This is a useful theorization when discussing safe spaces because it is arguable
that no matter how functionally safe a particular space is, it could always be safer. In
other words, as Puar conceives queerness as a condition that is never complete and
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always contingent, university spaces cannot simply achieve the status of “safe” and
always remain safe for queer students because the queer aim is never finished.
Internalized and institutionalized forms of discrimination still persist, despite legally
sanctioned measures to ensure equality. 14 Residence halls plastered with safe space
paraphernalia, for example, will inevitably house some students and staff members who
espouse homophobic opinions and worldviews. Safe spaces on university campuses must
indeed be that and should not merely pay lip service to inclusive, anti-discrimination
efforts, but when heteronormative ideologies are housed within university structures that
appear entirely counter-heteronormative on the surface, safe space discourse15 proves
flawed and in need of refinement. In response to this need for reevaluation, in the
remainder of this project I examine how safe space discourse can be utilized effectively
in several specific aspects of the functioning university: at the levels of institution,
curriculum, and pedagogy.

14

As is evident in the Rutgers case, where Clementi’s suicide happened despite explicit
campus measures to create safe spaces for queer students and to foster understanding
about issues surrounding queer identities.
15

I use the general phrase safe space discourse here to refer specifically to the safe space
paradigm offered by GLSEN. I defend this generalization because the GLSEN model is
the one most often adopted and adapted for use by universities when designing and
implementing their own safe space campaigns.
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CHAPTER III

INSTITUTIONALLY SANCTIONED SAFE SPACES:
A CAMPUS CASE STUDY

After identifying the ideal goal of safe spaces as countering harmful,
heteronormative ideologies that largely render university campuses unsafe for the
expression and articulation of queer student identities, I now shift my gaze from theory to
practice. In this chapter I examine the effectiveness of two explicitly counterheteronormative presences at UAHuntsville—the campus GSA and safe space
program16—by employing two distinct methods of case study: surveys and interviews.
I turn to case studies as my primary analysis of institutionalized counterheteronormativity on the UAHuntsville campus in an effort to understand queer students’
relationships and attitudes toward the GSA and Safe Zone. As Dyson & Genishi observe,
case studies allow researchers to interpret concrete examples of “the messy complexity of
human experience” often tangled up in the discourses surrounding any particular
rhetorical site, in this case a midsized, public research university in the southeastern
United States (3). In short, I employ these case studies because they provide real
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The UAHuntsville administration developed its safe space program, called Safe Zone,
in-house and modeled it largely after GLSEN’S Safe Space. Safe Zone has been active on
the campus since 2010.
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snapshots of how queer students are marginalized in the often heteronormative discourses
of the university, as well as whether the GSA and Safe Zone prove effective in making
these students feel safe on campus.
My rationale for using two distinct methods of case study (also known as mixed
methods research) is, in short, to allow for a wider, richer array of responses than if I had
only employed one or the other. For example, the survey allows for students to respond
anonymously, which is especially beneficial for individuals who might otherwise not
want to discuss the “messy complexity of human experience” that comprises (among
other things) their sexual orientation and gender identity in a manner that directly links
them to said identity (Dyson & Genishi 3). Conversely, interviews are valuable for
precisely the opposite reason: they provide a contextualized snapshot in which to frame
and analyze a person’s identity in a manner that transcends the brief, largely
decontextualized report offered by a survey response. Considered abstractly, the surveys
demonstrate what, while the interviews evidence why and how. When juxtaposed, the
interviews provide microcosmic, qualitative examples that illustrate the primarily
quantitative results of the survey.
Before conducting this research, I expected to find that while counterheteronormative programs and organizations at UAHuntsville are, to an extent,
theoretically sound, they do not necessarily always succeed in making queer students feel
comfortable expressing all aspects of their often marginalized identities. Essentially,
while both the GSA and Safe Zone set out to provide a safe space for queer students, I
expected to find that each would prove at least partially flawed in fulfilling this idealized
aim. What I find in both my survey and interviews is that this is largely true: while
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students feel comfortable expressing their sexual orientation and gender identity to an
extent at GSA events and within campus spaces designated as Safe Zones, sometimes
these locations fail to provide a safe haven for queer students.
A note on terms: I define the effectiveness of both the GSA and Safe Zone17 as the
extent to which students feel safe expressing their queer identities in these spaces. I
likewise define safety here in two contexts: (1) freedom from any sort of harm, whether
physical, emotional, or ideological, and (2) complete ease in identifying as queer in these
campus locations. Concerning the latter, I specify complete because while some students
may feel comfortable expressing some aspects of their queer identities in these spaces,
they may not feel that they can safely express the entirety of their multifaceted
identities.18

Research Methodologies
To gauge the effectiveness of each of these counter-heteronormative presences on
the UAHuntsville campus, I employ surveys and interviews, both of which ask
respondents specific questions about their experiences as queer students on campus, as
well as how safe they perceive various locations on campus to be, including those
locations where GSA events are held and places on campus marked as Safe Zones.

17

In discussions of Safe Zone, this means areas of campus that are explicitly marked with
Safe Zone decals; in discussions of the GSA, I specify those places on campus where
events that are sponsored by the organization occur.
18

For example, while some students identify feeling safe expressing their sexual
orientation at GSA events and/or in demarcated Safe Zones, they do not have the same
feeling of comfort in expressing their non-normalized gender identities in these spaces.
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I collected responses from a survey in part to mimic the large-scale National
School Climate Survey conducted biennially by GLSEN. Because researchers have
conducted no such empirical study that measures perceived levels of safety for queer
students on university campuses,19 I wished to undertake such a study, even if only on a
small, localized scale. My survey questions targeted a specific audience, one composed
of students who are involved with a particular queer community on campus: the GSA.
For the sake of quantitative analysis, students involved with the GSA are valuable as
subjects here for two reasons: first, because they are actively involved in shaping the
discourse of queer life on campus by participating in an organization devoted to
promoting understanding of issues related to queer identity, and secondly, because
surveying the GSA membership provides an easily accessible and diverse sample of
queer student life at UAHuntsville. One limitation of this survey, though, is that it might
disproportionately underrepresent closeted and questioning students at UAHuntsville.
Because I distributed the survey via the GSA’s Facebook page, the only students for
whom it was readily accessible were those who are comfortable identifying themselves as
(1) out/queer and/or (2) allies to queer students.
After developing the survey on SurveyMonkey.com, I collaborated with the
GSA’s president to distribute the survey to the organization’s membership by posting it
publicly on the group’s Facebook page. The questions first asked respondents about the
many components that comprise their multifaceted identities as students—gender
identity, race, sexual orientation, standing at the university, etc.—before querying them
19

The only other similar study, the one conducted in 1998 by McRee & Cooper that I
discuss in the previous chapter, asks its respondents about their experiences with bullying
and harassment on their respective campuses, but it does not take into account
perceptions of safety.
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about their experiences as queer students: how safe they feel expressing their sexual
orientation and gender identity both at GSA events and in campus locations marked by
Safe Zone decals.
Because the survey responses were anonymous (unless respondents chose to
identify themselves by name in the comments section that followed each question),
students were allowed opportunities to engage with issues related to their often
marginalized identities in ways that protected their privacy. Such anonymity was
especially valuable for students who question their identities, are closeted, and/or
understand their identities to be fluid or precarious; arguably, any students who fit into
any of these categories might feel more comfortable discussing their identities if they
could speak of them anonymously.
In addition to the surveys, I conducted more personal, in-depth interviews with
several UAHuntsville undergraduates—all (to varying extents) out as queer on campus—
which serve as qualitative illustrations of my largely quantitative survey results. For
these interviews I chose as participants five students with whom I was fairly well
acquainted and whom I anticipated being comfortable expressing their backgrounds and
experiences with me in this interview setting. The five students I chronicle here represent
a variety of backgrounds (in gender, race, sexual orientation, and cultural heritage) and
serve as microcosmic case studies of “the messy complexity of human experience” that
Dyson & Genishi identify as the impetus for research involving human subjects (3).
While the interview questions are similar to those in the survey, the former are informed
by the dynamic interplay of factors that constitute each subject’s complex identity.
Likewise, these interviews are further complicated by the dialogue between interviewer
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and interviewee, which opened up more spaces for engagement with the many facets of
each subject’s identity, as well as interplay among these components that help shape the
person’s overall identity as a queer person. In this manner, the interviews were semistructured, with me asking a set series of questions to each participant but occasionally
adding additional questions based on each participant’s responses to the scripted
questions. The interviews range from fourteen minutes to forty-six minutes and provide
specific case studies of each student’s experiences with marginalization on campus,
participation (or lack thereof) with on-campus counter-heteronormative programs, and
the negotiation of identity that is often involved with both being out and coming out on
campus.

Demographics of Survey Respondents
To participate in the survey, respondents had to be either current UAHuntsville
students or graduates since 2010. I specified only these students because the majority of
the questions on the survey deal directly with respondents’ experiences with the current
campus GSA, which was founded in 2009, and Safe Zone, the genesis of which was
2010. My rationale is that any alumni who graduated before 2010 would likely have little
to no direct experience with both campus programs. 20 Of the twenty-six valid
respondents, there were twenty-two undergraduates (mostly juniors and seniors), one
graduate student, and three recent graduates, all ranging from nineteen to forty years old.
Slightly more than half identified as male; approximately one third identified as female;
20

To ensure this, the first question explicitly asked respondents whether they were
current UAHuntsville students or recent graduates since 2010. Any respondents who
answered no to this question were automatically redirected out of the survey and not
permitted to finish it.
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one identified as bigender;21 and two responded other, explaining in their comments that
they either do not identify themselves by a specific gender identity or that their gender
identity is flexible. Additionally, half of the respondents identified their sexual
orientation as gay (male), fifteen percent lesbian, twelve percent bisexual, twenty percent
straight, and twenty percent pansexual.22
When asked if they identify as queer, 23 sixty-two percent responded yes, twentyseven percent no, and eleven percent sometimes. The responses to this question are
notable when juxtaposed to those of the question regarding sexual orientation for two
reasons: (1) more respondents identified as queer than as straight; therefore, some of the
straight students polled identify as queer, which means that some of these straight
students do not equate queer identity only with sexual orientation; and (2) fewer students
identified as queer than as non-straight, which implies that some of the non-straight
students polled likewise do not equate queer identity with non-normalized sexual
orientation. That eleven percent of respondents answered sometimes to the question
about queer identification also raises an interesting point, as is illustrated by many of the
respondents’ comments: some students do not think of queer as a fixed identity and
instead understand it to be fluid, precisely as Jagose, Muñoz, and Puar, among others,
theorize queerness.
21

Bigender refers to a specifically dichotomized gender fluidity, in which one sometimes
identifies as male and sometimes female, but generally always one or the other.
22

Pansexuality refers to a sexual orientation in which one is sexually attracted to others
despite gender. This differs from bisexuality, in which one is attracted to both men and
women as they are specifically gendered as such.
23

There was no explanation as to the meaning or implications of the term queer in this
question. I deliberately left that open to each respondent’s individual interpretation, in
keeping with the aim of queer theory to disrupt compartmentalizing ways of thinking.
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Survey Respondents’ Experiences with the GSA
Because it does not completely fulfill the idealized queer aim of providing a safe
space for all students with marginalized sexual identities, the UAHuntsville GSA is at
least partially flawed, both in theory and in practice. However, the organization does
function as a safe space to counter heteronormativity in fulfilling its purpose to open up
new spaces for students and faculty to engage in discussions related to non-normalized
sexual orientations and gender identities. In that regard, it is a step in the right direction
in fostering public discourse relating to issues surrounding marginalized identities and the
lived experiences of queer students—discourse that, prior to the organization’s genesis in
2010, had been mostly nonexistent on the UAHuntsville campus in any institutionally
sanctioned manner.24
Considering the relative novelty of the GSA, as well as the seeming timeliness of
its arrival on campus,25 I was surprised that barely two-thirds of my twenty-six survey
respondents, all of whom expressed varying degrees of familiarity with the organization,
had actually ever attended a GSA event. The organization is one of the most active
student-run groups on campus, hosting a variety of monthly events—such as movie
nights, socials, and academic lectures by guest speakers—that focus on issues related to
queer students. In hosting such a variety and multitude of queer-friendly (and, often,
explicitly queer-centric) events, the GSA would seem an organization that offers
24

Before the current GSA, the campus saw a handful of similar but short-lived
organizations. After speaking with faculty who had been on the UAHuntsville campus for
several years, I discovered that the only other successful GSA on campus had been in the
late 1980s.
25

I situate this timeliness within the great deal of attention paid on a national scale by
mass media in the United States in covering suicides of queer youth and young adults as a
result of bullying and cyberbullying around the time of the current GSA’s genesis.
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something for nearly all students with attunement to and interest in queer issues. That
being said, as someone relatively familiar with the operations of the GSA at the time that
I conducted the research for this chapter, I can assert with confidence that many of the
nearly two hundred members on the group’s Facebook page are not regular event
attendees. This could be the result of many students’ lack of interest in attending actual
events, instead preferring to support the group online. For some students, though, this
lack of attending events could mean not wanting to be seen at a GSA event by other
students because they are not comfortable being “out” as GSA supporters. However, the
exact reasons for this disparity between the number of people familiar with the
organization and those who had actually attended events will remain the subject of
speculation, as no respondents provided additional comments after answering the
question about whether they had ever attended a GSA event.
In its aim to embody inclusiveness, the GSA presents itself as a welcoming
organization, as is evidenced by its statement of purpose, explicitly spelled out in its
constitution:
The purpose of the UAHuntsville Gay-Straight Alliance is
to provide a safe and welcoming space for LGBTQ
individuals and allies and to assist students in achieving a
greater understanding of LGBTQ issues, as well as general
issues, as they affect Huntsville and the greater LGBTQ
community. The Gay-Straight Alliance shall strive to
promote community, friendship, and a sense of acceptance
and belonging. (1)
On paper, the GSA is a safe space not only in that it seeks to provide a safe haven for
queer students, but also in that it embodies the queer, counter-heteronormative aim of
fostering understanding and encouraging dialogue about critical issues related to
sexuality and identity. This queer, counter-heteronormative aim of disrupting harmful,
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marginalizing ideologies is wholly aligned with what Peter Dewitt describes as the
purpose and benefits of GSAs:
Gay-straight alliances can be the sanctuary that LGBT
students can rely on. A GSA can also be the place where
their straight peers can turn to get a better understanding of
LGBT issues. The reciprocal benefit is that the LGBT
students can get a better understanding of their straight
peers and what their misperceptions of the LGBT
community might be. (63)
At UAHuntsville, the best example that comes to mind of the reciprocal benefits of which
Dewitt speaks is the GSA’s annual National Coming Out Day event, in which students,
faculty, and community members gather for a whole-group round table discussion, telling
and listening to coming out stories. Perhaps no more explicitly than on National Coming
Out Day does the GSA facilitate public discourse about queer issues than on this occasion
of fostering dialogue about issues surrounding the closet, which, as Eve Sedgwick
observes, is perhaps the most ideologically fraught site of identity negotiation and
articulation for queer individuals.26
In providing a space to engage with these sometimes delicate issues surrounding
students’ marginalized identities, the GSA would seem a relatively safe space for queer
students, even if some of these students reported not feeling comfortable in the GSA in
all situations. With this in mind, it is not altogether surprising that the survey
respondents largely reported feeling safe at events sponsored by the GSA: of those who
had attended at least one GSA-sponsored event on campus, eighty-two percent reported
feeling always safe at GSA events, twelve percent usually safe, and six percent
sometimes safe; zero respondents reported feeling never safe at GSA events. However,
26

See Sedgwick’s discussion of closetedness as a performance shaped by the negotiation
and articulation of sexual identity (Epistemology of the Closet 3-4).
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the one respondent who elaborated on her response noted, “As a lesbian, I’m safe and I fit
in. As me, personally, I don’t quite.” While this student feels comfortable as a lesbian at
GSA events, she does not necessarily feel that she fits in overall. Though the GSA
provides a safe space for her as a queer person, it does not necessarily make her feel
welcome in other ways, despite the organization’s aim to provide a “safe and welcoming
space” for her [emphasis mine]. Indeed, this student’s mixed perceptions of safety at
GSA events reflect a larger trend identified by survey respondents.
The question asking respondents whether they specifically feel comfortable
expressing their sexual orientation and gender identity at GSA events yielded mixed
results. Of those respondents who had attended events sponsored by the organization,
eighty-three percent reported feeling always comfortable, and seventeen percent reported
sometimes comfortable. Likewise, when asked if they feel comfortable expressing their
gender identity at such events, eighty-six percent reported feeling always comfortable,
and fourteen percent reported sometimes comfortable. No respondents identified that
they are never comfortable expressing their sexual orientation or gender identity at these
events.
While these statistics are largely positive, they do not reflect that students feel
universally safe expressing their sexual orientations and gender identities at GSA events.
The single respondent who provided elaboration upon her answer articulated one such
instance of a perceived lack of safety: “I feel very comfortable with the GSA. Only once
have I felt unhappy with the level of acceptance, and that was [the result of] a guest
attendee and so should not be taken as a reflection of the GSA.” Even though this student
did not identify the GSA as at fault in her discomfort, this situation stands as an example
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of the ideologically problematic nature of safe spaces as they are often implemented:
even if a campus space is marked as safe,27 sometimes forces inhabit demarcated safe
spaces that render them unsafe for the articulation and expression of queer identities.

Survey Respondents’ Experiences with Safe Zone
Like the GSA, Safe Zone proves a useful starting point for initiating dialogue
about issues related to queer students’ lives in the institutionally sanctioned arenas of the
university. Even though it is flawed both in theory and practice (like the GSA), it is an
explicitly counter-heteronormative, necessary move in the right direction. The program,
which the UAHuntsville administration has been steadily implementing on campus since
2010, has slowly blossomed into a counter-heteronormative presence widely recognized
by students and faculty, especially as of recent. As faculty, staff, and student leaders
began receiving Safe Zone training from the administration,28 corresponding decals
began appearing on the doors of instructor, departmental, and residence hall offices,
explicitly marking campus locations where it is safe for students to articulate their queer,
non-normalized identities. Additionally, as faculty, staff, and student leaders become
Safe Zone-certified, they receive a copy of the program’s official manual, which details
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Even though the GSA does not physically mark the locations of its events with safe
space decals, for example, the aim to make the organization a “safe and welcoming space
for LGBTQ individuals,” as is explicitly spelled out in its constitution, stands as a
symbolic marking of GSA events as safe spaces, much like the decals of Safe Zone.
28

To date, approximately forty faculty members and staff have been certified as Safe
Zone allies, as well as approximately twenty-five students, mostly resident assistants
(Hyatt).
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both the forces that render campus spaces unsafe for queer students and the ways that
Safe Zone participants can be allies to these students. 29
As a deliberately counter-heteronormative presence on the UAHuntsville campus,
Safe Zone clearly establishes guidelines for its certified allies that reflect the inclusive
aims of GLSEN’s Safe Space paradigm:
A UAHuntsville Safe Zone ally has worked to develop an
understanding of homosexuality and the needs of gay,
lesbian, bisexual, and transgendered people; chooses to
align with LGBTQ people and responds to their needs; . . .
is able to acknowledge and articulate how patterns of
oppression have operated in [queer students’] lives; . . .
promotes a sense of community with the gay community;
and teaches others about the importance of outreach. (27)
With its official slogan of Advocate, Support, Educate, Safe Zone exemplifies
popularized, inclusive efforts to make universities safe places for queer-identifying and
-identified students, not only in providing demarcated places on campus where students
can feel free to articulate their queer identities without fear of harassment or
discrimination, but also in advocating for the rights of these often marginalized students
and raising awareness of issues relating to the lived experiences of queer students on
campus at large.
However, though survey respondents’ reactions to Safe Zone generally indicate
perceptions of safety and comfort in response to the program, some report proceeding
with caution in relation to this particular iteration of safe space ideology on the
UAHuntsville campus. For example, of all respondents, a noteworthy forty-two percent
reported a complete lack of familiarity with Safe Zone at the time of completing the
29

The manual includes chapters that cover such topics as recognizing homophobia and
heterosexism, understanding the coming out process, general issues facing queer students
on campus, and the process of becoming a Safe Zone ally.
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survey. Among those who were familiar with Safe Zone, a few reported only a cursory
knowledge of the program’s existence and little understanding of its aim. However, most
respondents’ awareness of Safe Zone revealed an accurate perception of the program’s
aims and manifestations on campus.30
When asked about their general perceptions of the safety of campus locations
marked with Safe Zone decals, eighty percent of respondents with knowledge of and
experience with the program reported feeling always safe in these spaces; likewise,
thirteen percent reported feeling usually safe, and seven percent sometimes safe. Zero
respondents reported feeling never safe. Of those respondents who provided further
comments, most described feeling very comfortable when inhabiting a Safe Zone.
The comment by one respondent, though, exemplifies a major dilemma with
currently and popularly implemented safe space programs, that the safety of any
particular space cannot be guaranteed: “I imagine I’d feel largely safe. The only concern
I may have is if the place cannot be made private, and others may overhear. Also, if [a
Safe Zone decal] is put up in a shared area, person X may be okay with it, but person Y
would rather you not talk to them about such things.” This student’s cautionary approach
to Safe Zone demonstrates awareness of perhaps the most striking ideological flaw about
safe space campaigns as they are often currently implemented: the placing of a safe space
decal does not ensure the safety of that particular location, for a demarcated safe space
could contain inhabitants that do not espouse safe space ideology and/or are not accepting
30

One respondent, particularly, exhibited notable enthusiasm about the program: “I was
in the founding committee. It is a wonderful program that I would love to grow. The
program offers guidance for LGBTQ individual[s] who may be bullied, confused about
gender or sexual orientation, or just need someone to talk to . . . I am proud to put on my
resume that I am Safe Zone certified and was the first student to receive certification at
UAHuntsville.”
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of queer identities. This respondent also identifies another dilemma with safe spaces as
is: what is said in the physical boundaries of a “safe space” might be overheard within a
neighboring location that is not safe for the articulation of queer identities.
When asked whether they feel safe expressing their sexual orientations and
gender identities in campus locations marked with Safe Zone decals, ninety-three percent
of respondents with knowledge of and experience with the program noted that they feel
always safe, while seven percent reported usually safe. Though this statistic is a largely
positive reflection of Safe Zone, one respondent identified an important point that
complicates the notion of safety on campus: “Sexual orientation is an easier to grasp
concept than gender identity. A person may not realize exactly how much of a spectrum
there is, or [they might be] really only prepared to handle gay people.” Though this
student made a sweeping generalization in his explanation, he raises a valid point
nonetheless: the T of LGBT is often the least understood of queer identities,31 and while a
potential Safe Zone ally might be emotionally equipped to discuss a student’s sexual
orientation, s/he might not be as comfortable discussing issues surrounding nonnormative gender identity. 32
Though survey respondents largely reported feeling very comfortable expressing
their queer identities in spaces marked with Safe Zone decals, when asked to what degree
such a decal affects their levels of comfort, responses were notably mixed. Of those who
reported knowledge of and experience with the program, forty percent reported feeling
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See Clements-Nolle, Marx, and Katz (2006), among others.
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This is a particularly valid concern for Safe Zone, which largely focuses on sexual
orientation in its manual, with little reference to transphobia or issues unique to
transgender students.
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more comfortable expressing their sexual orientation and gender identity in campus
locations marked with Safe Zone decals, as opposed to those spaces not explicitly marked
as such. Likewise, seven percent reported feeling more comfortable sometimes, and a
noteworthy fifty-three percent noted that Safe Zone decals do not impact how
comfortable they feel expressing their sexual orientation and gender identity on campus
in general. One respondent’s comment aptly captures the latter sentiment: “Overall it
doesn’t affect me much, but seeing one is like a friendly nod in my direction.”
Because most respondents did not specify why Safe Zone decals do not impact
their feelings of safety on campus, any number of assumptions could be made. Some of
the students who responded in this manner could, for example, feel confident enough
about their identities that they feel they do not need Safe Zone; or, some might feel that
the campus is safe enough in general that they think Safe Zone is not necessary at
UAHuntsville. However, rationales for these responses were largely not articulated by
respondents, so while it is impossible to pinpoint why more than half of the surveyed
students reported not feeling especially impacted by Safe Zone one way or the other, one
thing is clear when the responses to all of the survey questions about Safe Zone are
juxtaposed: while respondents generally feel very comfortable expressing their queer
identities in campus locations labeled as safe spaces, such demarcations on the
UAHuntsville campus are not necessarily all that significant to these students.

Introduction to Interview Case Studies
The five undergraduates whose interviews I employ as case studies for this project
represent a fairly broad spectrum of queer student life at UAHuntsville, comprising a
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variety of races and sexual orientations,33 and representing varying degrees of
closetedness, as well as differing experiences (positive, negative, and neutral) with the
GSA and Safe Zone. Generally speaking, the five voices presented here espouse mostly
positive views toward both counter-heteronormative entities on the UAHuntsville
campus, though some of the interviewees find one or both of the institutions to be
ineffectual and, by extension, flawed—either in theory or in practice. Several of these
students view the GSA as a safe space in part. One, for example, only feels comfortable
attending events when accompanied by his boyfriend. Two others feel that they are able
to express some, but not all, aspects of their multifaceted identities at GSA events.
Reactions to Safe Zone were similarly mixed: while several of these students feel that
Safe Zone is a useful, counter-heteronormative presence on campus, they reported seeing
little benefit from the program because they personally do not need Safe Zone in order to
feel comfortable as queer students on campus. Like those of the survey respondents, the
interviewees’ experiences largely reflect a notable dilemma of the GSA and Safe Zone,
which is that they prove flawed both theoretically and in their execution on the
UAHuntsville campus.
A note on my interview methodology: before each interview began, the
participants signed a confidentiality agreement, which established, among other things,
that (1) all responses to all questions were voluntary and that they could choose to answer
or not answer any questions in however much detail they wanted and (2) they would not
be mentioned by name or by any other descriptors that uniquely identify them.
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However, due to a lack of response from certain students who I propositioned to be
interviewed, I was unable to interview any students with non-normative—that is, not
distinctly male or female—gender identities.
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Concerning the latter, I assign to each of my five interviewees pseudonyms by which I
refer to them throughout the remainder of this chapter.

David
David is twenty-four years old and a recent graduate of UAHuntsville. He is
Mexican American, identifies as a gay man, and is completely open about his sexual
orientation. His general response to the GSA is that he appreciates the organization being
there as an affirming entity for queer students, though he himself was not often vocally
involved in shaping the discourse of the particular campus spaces where GSA events
were hosted when he was a student. His opinion of Safe Zone is similarly appreciative
yet nonchalant: he expressed the view that such deliberately counter-heteronormative
entities on university campuses are necessary, though he himself did not benefit from
them as much as he imagines other students who are more vocally out on campus might.
David’s experiences with the GSA and Safe Zone reflect that he appreciates both as
counter-heteronormative institutions and affirming nods in his direction, even if his
engagement with them as an undergraduate was mostly quiet appreciation.
An unassuming wallflower until one engages him in conversation, David’s
embodiment of his sexual orientation, like his approach to most other things, is decidedly
subtle. Though he is an out gay man, he prefers not to broach the topic of his sexual
orientation in conversation with people he does not know well. In discussing how out he
was on campus as a student, for example, he noted a hesitation in letting people know
that he is gay when they meet him, for fear that they will compartmentalize him within a
stereotype: “Personally, I don’t choose to tell people my experiences. I would rather they
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find out on their own. I want them to know me before they know the stereotype, so when
they find out [that I am gay] they will be surprised and may change their mind over the
whole stereotype.” When I asked him what specific stereotype(s) he was referring to, he
explained: “The pretty common ones, the ones that are like you see on TV—the
flamboyant, fashionably dressed [men] . . . pretty much the obvious ones.” Not wanting
to vocally identify himself as queer around people he does not know, David typically
avoids discussions of his sexual orientation, though he does mark himself as queer in a
much subtler way.
David represents his gay identity by wearing a yarn necklace that from afar,
seems to contain a handful of small, dark beads. Upon closer examination, one can
observe that each of the beads on the necklace corresponds with a color of the gay pride
flag. David’s wearing of the necklace is a discursive performance that aptly exemplifies
his approach to his sexuality: he is completely open about his identity, if only subtly, and
only to people who take the time to see him for who he is. This performance also reflects
David’s experiences with the GSA.
When he was a student at UAHuntsville, David was one of the most quietly
involved members of the GSA, attending almost every event hosted by the organization
but often keeping to himself. When I asked him if he felt comfortable expressing all
aspects of his identity at GSA events, he responded: “Most of the time I just kept to
myself, and it was a comfortable environment, though I really didn’t feel the need to
express myself.” David appreciates that the GSA is an affirming entity for queer
students, even if his involvement with the organization while he was a student was
largely silent participation. He similarly values having Safe Zone on campus and thinks
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it is necessary for UAHuntsville, even though he did not benefit from it as much as he
imagines students who are more vocally out on campus might.

Helena
Helena is twenty-two years old and a junior at UAHuntsville. She is white and
identifies as female. When asked about her sexual orientation, she observed that, “I
usually tell people bisexual, but probably, honestly, pansexual because gender really does
not matter that much to me in a partner.” Additionally, she identifies as queer,
understanding it to be “an all-encompassing term for GLBT people.” Furthermore, she is
very active with the GSA and is largely out as queer on campus. Her experiences with
the organization reflect that she views it as a wholly safe place, even when some
members of the organization occasionally do not behave in ways that are entirely
respectful to others. Likewise, she considers Safe Zone a welcome presence on the
campus, even though she herself does not experience the benefits of the program
firsthand.
Helena’s work with the GSA began three years ago, and ever since, she reports to
have come out to anyone on campus who asks about her sexual orientation. Like David,
she is interested in dispelling harmful stereotypes about people whose identities are not
always completely understood by the general population. For example, even though she
identifies herself as pansexual, Helena often begins conversations about her identity with
the term bisexual for two reasons: (1) most people have some awareness of bisexuality
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and a conception of what bisexuality is,34 and (2) some people hold bisexuals to negative
stereotypes, which she hopes to debunk. When I asked her what stereotypes about
bisexual people she frequently encounters, she observed: “that they are all promiscuous
cheaters.”
Unlike David or any of the other gay and lesbian students I interviewed for this
project, Helena identified a particular identity negotiation that she as a pansexual person
deals with on an almost daily basis when she discusses her intimate life with people she
does not know: she is frequently mistaken for straight. Because she is in a committed
relationship with a straight man, broaching the topic of her sexual orientation with casual
acquaintances and coworkers sometimes proves difficult after she has mentioned that she
has a boyfriend. Helena described this dilemma in more detail when I asked her if she
had ever “acted straight” in order to hide her sexual orientation: “To act straight wasn’t
really the point of it . . . I suppose I am sort of acting straight in that [my parents] think I
am straight because I am dating a guy.” Additionally, Helena is not yet out as
bisexual/pansexual to her parents, and the longer she dates her boyfriend, she notes, the
more difficult it becomes to find an appropriate time and situation to tell them. In this
sense, Helena’s performed heterosexuality lends itself to heteronormative assumptions
from her parents and others who do not know that she is pansexual.
Perhaps in part to disrupt such heteronormative ways of thinking, Helena is highly
involved with the UAHuntsville GSA, a frequent attendee and organizer of many of the
group’s on-campus events. She has been an active member since spring 2010, and when
I asked her how comfortable she feels being out at GSA events, she reported: “I am not
34

Helena observed that because many people are not familiar with the term pansexual,
she often has to explain its meaning and implications when she identifies as such.
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sure I had actually come out to any GSA member until October [2010] at National
Coming Out Day, when another member basically asked me ‘what I was’ and I told him.”
The other student querying Helena about her sexual orientation complicates the notion of
the safeness of the GSA. Even though Helena is an actively involved member of the
organization, and even though she did not have a problem answering that question
honestly, especially at an event that was deliberately designed to provide a safe space to
come out and talk about coming out, a dilemma nevertheless arises: the GSA was not
necessarily functioning as a safe space when the other student, an acquaintance of
Helena’s, publicly asked her about her sexual orientation.
The other student’s question is not only a violation of one of the unofficial rules
that governs GSA events,35 but it also opposes the group’s mission to “provide a safe and
welcoming space” for queer students because it put Helena into a position of having to
address an issue that she might not have wanted to discuss publicly. In short, this
student’s question would have rendered the safe space of the GSA unsafe for Helena had
she wanted to attend the event without publicly addressing her sexual orientation. This
occurrence problematizes not only the “safe and welcoming space” of the GSA but also
safe space ideology in general.
As for her experiences with Safe Zone, Helena—who is proud to be out on
campus and largely confident in her identity as a pansexual person—is supportive of the
program but largely asserts that she does not need Safe Zone. When I asked her if she
would be comfortable expressing her sexual orientation in a place marked with a Safe
35

In my interview with David, for example, he noted that identifying oneself with a
particular sexual orientation or gender identity is not expected at GSA events and that
statements are often made to that effect by the organization’s leadership at many of its
events.
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Zone decal, she responded: “I am kind of just assuming that if I was bringing it up, it
would be with somebody I knew fairly well, like a relative or someone who I already
knew how they felt [about queer people]. It is nice to see [Safe Zone decals], though . . .
for students that don’t necessarily know the staff and faculty members as well.” Though
she sees the value of Safe Zone decals for other students, Helena defines a safe space for
herself in terms of how well she knows a person, as well as how she understands that
person’s attitudes toward queer individuals to be. Like David, she finds Safe Zone decals
to be valuable counter-heteronormative tools, even if she does not necessarily experience
the benefits of them for herself firsthand.

Jeffrey
Jeffrey is twenty years old and a junior at UAHuntsville. He is white and
identifies as a man who is “pretty much gay and slightly bisexual—like eighty [percent]
guys, twenty [percent] girls.” Though he has limited experience with the GSA and Safe
Zone, his reaction to each makes him stand out among the interviewees. Concerning the
former, he reported only attending a small handful of events in the past because he is
largely uncomfortable at events sponsored by the organization. Conversely, unlike many
of the other interviewees, even though Jeffrey was not familiar with Safe Zone prior to
our interview, he explained that he finds value in having the organization on campus if he
ever wants to confide in a faculty member about his sexual orientation.
A slight lack of trust in others seemed to inform Jeffrey’s responses to several of
the interview questions, a sentiment he explicitly addressed as at least partially rooted in
his religious upbringing. Specifically, Jeffrey reported suppressing his attraction to men
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as a teenager as part of his struggle with his faith as a Protestant Christian. In this
suppression, he also identified a shift in his sexual attractions over time: “Due to my selfdescribed [Southern Baptist] upbringing, I kind of forced myself to find girls attractive
but never really did. And always at the back of my mind I found guys somewhat
attractive but tried to suppress it.” Jeffrey continued to discuss how as a teenager he
largely did not find women attractive but that when he started college, he began to
identify as a bisexual who is “mostly interested in guys.”
Even though he answered the question Do you identify as queer? with a
straightforward, nonchalant I guess so, the evolution of Jeffrey’s sexual orientation
exemplifies Jagose’s theorization of queer as constantly shifting and lacking neatly
defined or definable parameters. Even though he currently identifies as a mostly gay
bisexual, high school Jeffrey (as he now relates that time in his life) was essentially gay,
though he lacked the language to articulate that particular identity, unable to reconcile it
with his identity as a Protestant Christian.
When I asked him about his experiences with the GSA, Jeffrey reported that he
has previously attended some events but that his involvement with the organization is
minimal. He elaborated upon this sentiment by describing his general disinterest in
attending the types of events that the GSA hosts (movie nights, lectures, game nights,
etc.) and the fact that “some of the people that go to [the events] are weird.” When I
asked him to elaborate upon his comment about these “weird” people, he expressed
discomfort at being hit on by a guy he did not know on several occasions. Furthermore,
he discussed only feeling comfortable at GSA events in two previous instances, both
times that he was accompanied to an event by his boyfriend. For Jeffrey, the GSA is a
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safe space as long as his boyfriend is there with him, though he does not feel comfortable
in general at GSA events without the accompaniment of his significant other. However,
he did report being comfortable expressing his sexual orientation in the company of other
GSA attendees.
Before our interview, Jeffrey was not aware of Safe Zone at UAHuntsville.
However, he did report familiarity with the concept of safe spaces and said that he would
be more comfortable discussing his sexual orientation with someone who he knew had a
Safe Zone decal on her or his office door because he would know that that person was an
ally to queer students: “I would [be more comfortable] choosing a professor [with a Safe
Zone decal] over another professor who either I didn’t know was accepting or just didn’t
have a sticker outside their office . . . I would choose the ones that have the stickers over
the places that were not marked that way.” For Jeffrey, though the GSA does not always
prove a safe space, campus locations marked as Safe Zones would, if he felt the need to
talk to a faculty or staff member about his sexual orientation.

Joshua
Joshua is twenty-three years old and a senior at UAHuntsville. He is of mixed
ethnic heritage (African American and Jamaican) and identifies as a gay man. A sharply
perceptive individual well versed in critical theory, he reported hesitation in taking either
the GSA or Safe Zone at face value, identifying specific flaws of each counterheteronormative institution on the UAHuntsville campus. Joshua situated his partial
disillusionment with both organizations within the context of his own experiences with
marginalization as a gay, black man from a largely traditionalist family.
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Joshua has been completely out of the closet since he was fifteen years old and
pinpoints three specific problematic instances in his experiences as an out gay man: (1)
the reactions of many of his Jamaican family members to his sexual orientation, (2) his
religious identity, and (3) his experiences with bullying in high school. A highly active
GSA member, Joshua discussed the influence of all three of these factors in his life in
molding him into a queer activist. After dealing with bullying—both physical and
emotional—in high school, his search for a religious belief system in which he ultimately
felt confident in his identity as a gay man, and coming to terms with the fact that many of
his extended family members in Jamaica have completely disowned him simply for being
who he is, Joshua cited feminism and critical theory in influencing his personal approach
to queer activism.
As a once highly involved member of the GSA, Joshua not surprisingly reported
feeling comfortable expressing his identity as a gay man at events hosted by the
organization. However, when asked if he feels comfortable expressing other aspects of
his identity at these events, he succinctly reported: “not so much.” Like Jeffrey, Joshua’s
experiences with the GSA reflect that it is not entirely the “safe and welcoming space”
that it sets out to be in its statement of purpose, though he does feel comfortable being out
as a gay man at GSA events.
When asked about his experiences with Safe Zone, Joshua expressed a particular
caution in approaching spaces marked as safe on campus: “I think ‘training’ someone to
deal with these types of issues can be a tricky thing to do. So I would approach faculty
displaying these stickers with a bit of caution, but I would certainly approach them over
other faculty members not displaying a sticker.” In explaining his rationale for this
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stance, Joshua described his previous experiences with being marginalized in his
interactions with people whom he would not have expected to espouse homophobic or
heteronormative worldviews:
It happens at work, with friends, with acquaintances, and
with my family members, even people who are a part of the
same marginalized community. I wish I could say that it
was at the hands of the caricatured homophobic, socially
conservative individual, but I’ve made it a point not to
allow those types of individuals to occupy my personal
sphere. So it’s usually by people who mean well but fail to
realize that the concept of marginalization/privilege is
much more nuanced than they’re willing to admit . . . Be it
legally or personally, I have to take more steps to handle
things that involve my sexual orientation—which are more
things that I originally imagined—in a way that requires
much more effort and thought than people who identify
themselves as heterosexual.
For Joshua, the concept of an institutionally sanctioned safe space cannot be accepted at
face value. Because of his particular experiences with marginalization—ideological and
otherwise—he takes a decidedly guarded approach to dealing with deliberately counterheteronormative programs on campus. This stance is reflective of the dilemma of safe
space ideology as it is often implemented today: physically marking a space as safe does
not necessarily make it so. When a student does not feel comfortable expressing his
sexual orientation in a campus location marked as safe, whether the person within that
space is a safe person to approach or not is a moot point because the “safe space” has
proven useless for that particular student. In general, Joshua reported an appreciation of
both the GSA and Safe Zone, even if he finds both ideologically flawed.
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Maureen
Maureen is twenty-two years old and a senior at UAHuntsville. She is white and
identifies her gender identity and sexual orientation as female and lesbian, respectively.
Having recently transferred to UAHuntsville from a smaller college, she reported her
initial excitement with the UAHuntsville GSA, excitement that quickly waned and was
replaced by cynicism and frustration toward the organization. Her opinions of Safe Zone,
conversely, are notably less negative: like many of the other interviewees, she appreciates
the program’s presence at UAHuntsville, though she feels that she personally does not
need Safe Zone in order to feel comfortable as a lesbian on campus.
Like Joshua, Maureen described dealing with the headache of heteronormativity
on an almost daily basis, from her encounters with male customers who hit on her when
she is at work to acquaintances in her hometown in rural Alabama who sent her a
plethora of nasty messages on Facebook when they found out that she was a lesbian.
Furthermore, she described the frustrations of dealing with the many aspects of her life
that she feels are more difficult because she is queer:
I feel like that I can’t be open in public with my girlfriend,
unless it is a strictly gay place, like a gay bar or whatever.
And I feel marginalized when I have to go and protest or
whatever for my rights to marry somebody, and just in
everyday context because straight people don’t have to
come out, you know? It is a decision that people have to
make almost every day—whether or not to come out—like,
for example, when they are at their job and they want to put
out a picture of their partner.
After dealing with these ongoing issues related to her identity as a lesbian, Maureen
noted an initial excitement when she transferred to UAHuntsville last year from a small
community college near her rural hometown because, among other things, the university
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has an active GSA. After matriculating, she immediately began attending events and was
pleased with the variety of educational and social functions hosted by the organization.
However, she quickly became disillusioned with the group and stopped attending
events because she did not feel that it met her needs as a queer person: “I felt like it was
more a social gathering for people who knew each other and a closed group. When I was
new [to the GSA], I was willing to jump right in the middle and make friends, but I have
seen people come and go that were not willing to get involved who did not stay long.”
For Maureen, the GSA proved self-serving and not welcoming to outsiders, despite its
aim to be “a safe and welcoming place for LGBTQ individuals.” Though this dilemma
does not reflect the problematic nature of safe space ideology in general, it does
exemplify how a supposedly inclusive organization sometimes can feel like an
unwelcoming place for students, as is also alluded to in Jeffrey’s discussion of his
experiences with the GSA.
As for her experiences with Safe Zone, Maureen, like David and Helena, reported
that she appreciates the program, though she does not really need explicitly demarcated
safe spaces in order to feel comfortable on campus: “I am very confident in my sexuality,
[but] I think that seeing a safe space sticker does make a difference [for] people who
aren’t so confident and can’t just say ‘fuck what everyone else thinks,’ people who are
gay or lesbian who find it really hard to be confident in themselves.” For Maureen, both
the GSA and Safe Zone are potentially valuable in countering heteronormative ideology,
though the former is ineffective as it stands because she feels it functions as more of a
clique than a welcoming space, and the latter is useful for students who are not
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comfortable and confident expressing their queer identities and who need support from
allies on campus.

Conclusion: On Institutionally Sanctioned Safe Spaces
Based on students’ experiences with and opinions of the GSA and Safe Zone,
both counter-heteronormative presences at UAHuntsville are problematic as is because
they do not wholly fulfill their aims of creating safe spaces for students on campus. From
an ideological standpoint, each is flawed because, as students’ experiences demonstrate,
visibly marking a campus location as safe does not necessarily make it so. Likewise,
sanctioning events hosted by a campus organization with explicitly stated, counterheteronormative aims as a “safe space” does not ensure that all attendees of such events
will foster such idealized ideology. Turning from theory to practice, both the GSA and
Safe Zone fail to create safe spaces for all queer students all of the time. Many
students—survey respondents and interviewees alike—expressed that they do not feel
comfortable expressing all aspects of their complex identities in university spaces or at
campus events designated as “safe.”
For example, both Joshua and Maureen, like one of the survey respondents,
expressed that they feel comfortable expressing their sexual orientation at GSA events,
though the group may not be a good fit for them when reflecting upon other aspects of
their identities. Similarly, like several of the survey respondents, Jeffrey felt that he
would be more comfortable approaching a faculty member with a Safe Zone decal on her
or his office door than one without the explicit marking of an ally for queer students.
More generally, while survey respondents and interviewees largely view the GSA and
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Safe Zone as positive presences on the UAHuntsville campus, comments by many
students problematized the effectiveness and soundness of each of these counterheteronormative institutions.
The results of my microcosmic case study of UAHuntsville demonstrate that
while GSAs and safe space programs are designed to provide safe and welcoming
locations on campus for queer students, they often do not prove wholly safe. In their
experiences with the GSA, many students reported that while they feel comfortable
expressing their sexual orientations at GSA events, they often do not feel comfortable
expressing all of the other facets of their identities—including in some instances, their
gender identities. Likewise, comments from both survey respondents and interviewees
indicate that the same holds true for Safe Zone, which many students view as something
that they, specifically, do not need but that might prove useful for other queer and
questioning students. While these two counter-heteronormative entities prove useful,
they are also notably flawed—both in theory and in practice. In response to the imperfect
nature of these institutionally sanctioned safe spaces on the UAHuntsville campus, I now
examine how safe space discourse can be effectively utilized elsewhere in the university:
in the classroom, at the levels of curriculum and pedagogy.
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CHAPTER IV

COUNTER-HETERONORMATIVITY IN THE CLASSROOM:
SAFE SPACE PEDAGOGY IN THEORY AND IN PRACTICE

After problematizing safe spaces as they are commonly instituted on university
campuses today,36 I now turn to the classroom, where students experience a great deal of
the institutionally sanctioned socialization that often occurs in educational spaces.
Classrooms are important places to look when considering the effectiveness of counterheteronormative measures because it is in the space of the classroom that instructors have
the opportunity to legitimate and/or challenge students’ understandings of the world—
what students consider right, just, and acceptable—and likewise to charge students to
evaluate their own understandings and ideological positions. Just as students’
perceptions of the world are constantly shaped by the other unofficial discourses of
student life on campus (those of resident halls and student-run organizations, for
example), so too are their positions and perceptions informed by the discourses of the
classroom, where instructors help them to develop their knowledge and awareness of the
world and their places in it.
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In the forms of safe space campaigns, GSAs, and other explicitly counterheteronormative measures sanctioned by university administrations.
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In this chapter I examine how the term safe space can be employed pedagogically,
both in theory and in practice. I begin by synthesizing various foundational critical
pedagogies, which theorize how instructors might approach issues of student difference
in the classroom, after which I analyze the results of classroom observations37 that I
conduct at one particular postsecondary institution, UAHuntsville,38 seeking examples of
instructors creating safe spaces in their classrooms. I turn to the classroom as a site for
disrupting oppressive, normalizing ideologies, and I define a safe space pedagogy as one
in which students are comfortable expressing all aspects of their identities without feeling
pressured to do so by the classroom discourse that is largely shaped by the instructor.
This safe space pedagogy is also inherently a queer pedagogy in that it is
constantly evolving and lacking neatly defined parameters, in turn charging students
constantly to reevaluate their own ideological positions and understandings. It is a
pedagogy that creates opportunities for students to engage with issues of difference
without instructing them how to think about particular issues. Furthermore, this safe
space pedagogy functions as a queer pedagogy in that it allows instructors to incorporate
momentarily counter-heteronormative and queer pedagogical moves into the daily
goings-on of their classrooms; it is, then, not necessarily a pedagogy that is inherently
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I observed four different instructors, visiting each class twice, for a total of eight
observations.
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This is the same institution where I conducted my research discussed in Chapter III. I
chose to conduct the classroom observations of this chapter at the same institution so that
I could paint a more fully realized portrait of my microcosmic case study of the campus.
By examining classes conducted at UAHuntsville, I was able to better consider the stakes
of creating counter-heteronormative classroom spaces there because I was already aware
of the existing counter-heteronormative structures in place at the institution, as well as the
campus climate more broadly.
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counter-heteronormative. So while this pedagogy can render moments of classroom
space safe, it does not definitively make the classroom an entirely safe space at all times.
Importantly, when I employ the term safe spaces in a pedagogical sense
throughout this chapter, I am referring to those moments in which instructors create safe
spaces in their classrooms. When I discuss instructors creating safe spaces in their
classrooms, I imply the precariousness of the safeness of those spaces. I draw here from
Sara Ahmed’s theorization of space and orientation, which considers situatedness as both
a spatial/temporal and sociological phenomenon. Ahmed posits that one can be situated
without even knowing it, and that sometimes it is only by a disruption of this situatedness
that one can even know how or where s/he is positioned. Furthermore, Ahmed observes,
“space acquires ‘direction’ through how bodies inhabit it, just as bodies acquire direction
in their inhabitance” (12). I theorize the space of the classroom not as an arena with the
potential to achieve a paragon of safeness but rather as a precarious space that is
continuously shaped by the inhabitances of the people in it—instructors and students
alike. In this constant shifting lies the potential for the space of the classroom to be
constantly redefined, to become safe or unsafe at any given moment.

Safe Space Pedagogy and Its Potential Limitations
Defining a safe space pedagogy as one in which students feel comfortable
expressing all aspects of their identities in the classroom, I recognize some potential
limits of this pedagogy. First, I examine students’ experiences and perceptions of the
world without explicitly addressing how instructors might deal with students’ prejudices.
Just as many students enter classrooms with marginalized identities (such as queer ones),
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so too do they, for example, sometimes harbor attitudes that are racist, homophobic,
patriarchal, and xenophobic. For instructors who wish to validate all students’ lived
experiences in the classroom, such a pedagogical aim seems utopian because a conflict
arises in trying to create safe spaces for all students. For example, an instructor who
wishes to validate the worldviews of all students, including queer ones, has to choose
how to handle those students who espouse homophobic attitudes. While the recognition
of students’ discriminatory views provides a limit to this safe space pedagogy, it also
provides an opportunity for engagement with student differences. As instructors validate
students’ experiences, so too can they charge students to examine their own ideological
positions, especially those that marginalize students who are different than they are.
Such a pedagogical move could both work to increase student engagement with
difference in the classroom and help instructors and students to problematize normative
ideologies.
Another potential limit of this safe space pedagogy is that its roots in critical
pedagogy render it somewhat problematic. Critical pedagogy, in theory, equalizes
instructors and their students as proportionately involved in constructing meaning in
classroom spaces. In my own experiences as both a student and a teacher, this is not
always so, nor should it necessarily always be true. When I was teaching seventh grade
language arts at a public middle school two years ago, for instance, I found that in many
cases, teachers have to assert their authority in the classroom (and by extension,
sometimes “dominate” classroom discourse) in order to accomplish two aims: (1) to
maintain effective classroom management, the absence of which can result in chaos in the
classroom, and (2) to provide the necessary framework to ensure that learning is
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occurring. Without some measure of order in the classroom, teachers risk shortchanging
students by not providing concrete learning objectives or rules for behavior and student
participation. Additionally, as I have also fulfilled a student role (at the K-12 and
postsecondary levels) consistently for the last two decades, I can speak to the validity of
this: effective teachers who provide equitable learning opportunities for all students in the
classroom are those who lead their classes with organized frameworks while remaining
flexible enough to allow for the opinions of students to help shape classroom discourse.
With these potential limitations in mind, I theorize two manifestations of this safe
space pedagogy, which may happen simultaneously or in isolation: (1) instructors
creating opportunities for student inquiry that in turn lead to opportunities for engaging
with issues of difference, and (2) instructors performing ideological neutrality39 as a
means to avoid shaping a dominant classroom discourse rooted in any particular
ideological framework. The first manifestation takes up queer theory’s call for critical
pedagogues to engage students in inquiry-based learning, in which they constantly
scrutinize the world and their places in it, while the second discourages instructors from
hegemonically governing their classrooms with ideological frameworks that would
influence students’ understandings of and engagements with the issues that this pedagogy
charges them to problematize. In an ideal classroom, instructors would employ both of
these manifestations, charging students to evaluate their understandings of all discourses
that inform their lives (the first manifestation) while refraining from telling them what
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True ideological neutrality is perhaps wishful thinking, as (to borrow from poststructuralist thought) every classroom space is inherently ideological simply by being
inhabited by instructors and students. Therefore, the ideological neutrality for which I am
advocating here refers to instructors trying, to the best of their abilities, to remain
ideologically neutral when engaging with students in the space of the classroom.
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positions to take when evaluating these discourses (the second manifestation). In this
sense, “safe space” is a useful way to theorize not only a solution to the marginalization
of student identities in schools but also a paradigm in which to frame discussions about
best practices for encouraging student inquiry.
In my observations at UAHuntsville, I found that instructors in the Departments
of English and Education, to varying extents, sometimes created safe spaces in their
classrooms, while at other times rendering the classroom an unsafe place for students. 40
The instructors who created safe spaces in their classrooms made concerted efforts to
bring students’ perspectives and experiences to the forefront of classroom discourse
while performing ideological neutrality, rendering students comfortable to engage with
the classroom discourse without an explicit, instructor-sanctioned framework governing
expectations of how students should think. Conversely, the instructors who created
unsafe spaces in their classrooms both employed heteronormative discourses and
explicitly established instructor-sanctioned frameworks that dictated how students should
think about certain ideas present in the classroom discourse.

Synthesis of Research Undergirding Safe Space Pedagogy
Perhaps at the most obvious level, safe space pedagogy that is drawn from queer
theory should function as a means of creating classrooms where students feel comfortable
as queer persons. Research on equitable pedagogies that are sensitive to issues facing
queer students, for example, often cite countering homophobia and heteronormativity as
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Concerning the latter, some of these instructors render their classes unsafe for
particular students, while others make the issue of safety problematic for students more
generally.
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starting points in making these often marginalized students comfortable in the
classroom.41 However, in keeping with queer theory’s aim to resist normalization by
defying easy categorization,42 safe space pedagogy cannot be identified simply as that
which espouses anti-homophobic ideologies. Such a definition would limit the scope and
possibilities of what the pedagogy could offer students—not to mention that it completely
counteracts the goal of queer ideology to problematize what is considered inherently
normal and true. Rather, a safe space pedagogy must be theorized as one in which
instructors charge students to take ownership of the ideological baggage that they bring
into the classroom—their worldviews and positions within the many discourses that
inform their lives more generally—without hegemonically governing their classrooms
with ideological frameworks that tell students how to measure said baggage.
I begin my theorization of safe space pedagogy by synthesizing research on
equitable pedagogies, multicultural education, and issues surrounding queer students in
university settings. I define equitable pedagogies here as those that acknowledge student
difference in the classroom and that make deliberate efforts to include perspectives that
are often marginalized in classroom discourse. Likewise, in this context, multicultural
education refers to a specific example of equitable pedagogies: those that bring to the
forefront issues of student difference, whether in the form of race, sexual orientation,
gender identity, cultural heritage, religion, or any other category of difference.
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Lipkin (1995) and Sumara & Davis (1999), particularly, offer compelling cases for
overtly anti-homophobic pedagogies that stand to benefit all students, not just queeridentifying and -identified ones.
42

See my discussion of Jagose’s (1997) theorization of queer in Chapter II.
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Critical pedagogy blurs the boundaries of classroom roles, rendering the
traditional instructor-to-student knowledge transfer paradigm oppressive and even
archaic; in this way, it offers a useful starting point for theorizing the creation and
fostering of safe spaces in classrooms. Paulo Freire’s theorization of dialogue as
liberatory and humanizing provides an articulation of critical pedagogy that is
particularly useful for my own definition of safe space pedagogy in that it seeks to
position instructors and students as equally involved in the knowledge-making process:43
as Freire posits, any relationship where one individual (in this case, a teacher) tries to
name what is true for another (a student) inevitably leads to the student being rendered
the object in the dominating discourse established by the teacher, who is the subject of
said discourse. Conversely, dialogue, as Freire theorizes it, equalizes both parties and
allows them to jointly name what is true in the world, rendering them both subjects in the
processes of articulation and understanding (88-89). Such a critical pedagogy is useful
for instructors who wish to create safe spaces in their classrooms because it recognizes
the contributions that all students bring into the classroom and likewise legitimates their
identities and lived experiences. Queer students, particularly, benefit from this sort of
equalizing paradigm because their identities are not marginalized in the discourses of the
classroom when such a pedagogy is in place. In that regard, such a classroom operates as
a safe space for queer students.
Similarly, it is important for instructors to validate the identities and experiences
of all students in making their classrooms safe spaces for students to be who they are,
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In one sense, this paradigm of equality is a bit idealistic. As is the nature of a typical
classroom dynamic, students acknowledge the teacher as the authority figure. In this way,
instructors and students can never be completely equal.
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queer or otherwise, without fear of marginalization. bell hooks offers one useful
theorization of how critical pedagogy can legitimate student experience and, in turn,
create safe spaces for all students. In describing the role of teachers in education, hooks
posits that “to teach in a manner that respects and cares for the souls of students is
essential if we are to provide the necessary conditions where learning can most deeply
and intimately begin” (13). Together, what the paradigms outlined by Freire and hooks
offer is a productive theorization of equitable classroom practices that place students’
identities and lived experiences at the center of the learning process, in turn valuing the
contributions that all students bring to the classroom and equalizing, to a certain extent,
all members of a classroom community—students and teachers alike. A pedagogy that
legitimates all student identities in turn makes students subjects, rather than passive
objects, of their own learning, charging them both to bring their own unique and valuable
experiences into the classroom and to problematize all of the discourses that inform their
lives.
A tangible example of critical pedagogy in action is inquiry-based learning, in
which instructors allow students to engage in research on a self-selected topic that fulfills
the larger learning objectives of the course, unit, or lesson. By allowing students to
choose research topics that interest them, instructors likewise give students agency in the
learning process, allowing them to explore topics that interest and motivate them, by
extension legitimating students’ various perspectives and intellectual backgrounds.
Furthermore, in theorizing counter-heteronormative pedagogy, critical theory is
specifically useful in that it brings queer student identities out of the margins without
devaluing the experiences of non-queer students. Any instructor who wishes to foster
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classroom spaces that are safe for all students must therefore consider the various
perspectives that students bring into the classroom, at the same time legitimating these
discourses while charging students to question their own perspectives and ideological
alignments. Mary Armstrong’s queer pedagogy of conflicted practice,44 for example,
proves a useful iteration of how issues facing queer students can be problematized
without the risk of alienating other students: “Conflicted practice allows us multiple
points from which to actively refuse collaboration with epistemological frameworks that
conjure a fantasy of innocent students, instructors, curriculums and/or institutions waiting
to be educated about LGBT issues and unimplicated in heterosexual privilege and the
enforcement of heterosexual norms” (90). In this case, by legitimating multiple
viewpoints in the classroom, teachers can subvert harmful heteronormative ideologies,
which reinforce traditional gender roles and validate the experiences of one particular
group of students, without devaluing the identities of other students. Such a pedagogical
move is important to ensure that students are not marginalized by the differences that
inform their identities and lived experiences, instead recognizing the value that all
students’ perspectives bring to the classroom.
In addition to legitimating the diverse perspectives that students bring into the
classroom, teachers should actively encourage their students to examine critically the
ways in which their own lived experiences shape the ways that they view the world. For
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Armstrong identifies this pedagogy as located “against a historicized spectrum of
conflicting versions of queerness, arguing that tensions and incoherencies among variant
versions of queer can limit possibilities for queer positive pedagogy.” Furthermore, she
posits: “My goal is to articulate that sophisticated queer pedagogy may happen best when
we are contextually and concurrently attuned to multiple understandings of queerness in
the largest contexts of both educational structures and evolving frameworks for thinking
about gender and sexual identity” (86).
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example, Maria-Regina Kecht articulates how all members of a classroom community
play a unique role in teaching and learning. After framing the role of teacher as
facilitator of classroom knowledge-making practices, Kecht articulates a major take-away
for teachers in any critically engaged classroom space: “students should learn how to
‘theorize,’ which means they should become proficient in an intellectual activity that
questions the given, discerns the unsaid, [and] discovers alternatives” (14).45 Such a
pedagogical move both keeps with queer theory’s aim to scrutinize the normalizing
discourses that shape how students view the world and charges students to investigate
these discourses constantly. To provide tangible learning opportunities for students under
this safe space pedagogy, teachers must steer classroom discourse toward student inquiry
without forwarding any ideological agenda that privileges or others the experiences of a
particular student or group of students. However, though teachers should try to avoid
privileging any single ideological position as the only acceptable way of thinking in their
classrooms, they also, as Sumara and Davis posit, have an obligation to disrupt certain
ideologies that marginalize particular students or groups of students. For this safe space
pedagogy, it is particularly important to problematize heteronormativity, although the
same can be said of ideological frameworks that marginalize students on the basis of
race/ethnicity, gender, religion, ability, or any other category of difference (191).
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See also my discussion in Chapter II of Seidman’s (1997) theorization of the role of
queer theory in deconstructing notions of what is and is not understood to be inherently
true. Similarly, Lipkin (1999) specifically identifies anti-homophobic pedagogies to be
most effective when they deliberately counter essentialist notions about gender identity
and sexual orientation. All of these articulations of queer pedagogy inform my own
understanding of the necessity of post-structuralism in creating safe spaces in
classrooms—which is that teachers must deliberately counter heteronormativity in order
to allow for marginalized identities to be equated with traditionally privileged ones.
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The example of inquiry-based learning that I describe earlier in this chapter, for
instance, could be modified in order to suit the needs of social justice-minded educators:
instructors who want their students to question their own ideological positions and
understandings might give students an assignment that requires them to research a topic
about which they feel strongly and then argue a point counter to that which they
previously espoused. Such an assignment would both teach students valuable research
skills and also foster critical thinking, causing students to evaluate issues from multiple
perspectives.
Though critical pedagogy proves a useful tool in affording instructors
opportunities to help students evaluate their own ideological positions, it is not
necessarily the only answer to the problem of ideological normativity in the classroom.
Post-structuralism, which calls for the constant scrutiny of all legitimating discourses,
functions as a subtle critique of critical pedagogy and provides an effective framework
for theorizing how critical pedagogues can resist the marginalization of student identities
while still remaining largely ideologically neutral. As Michael Peters posits, the overall
aim of post-structuralism is one of critical analysis and deconstruction, particularly
“resistance to the instruments of domination embedded in the praxeology of teachinglearning” (19). Simply, critical pedagogues who seek to foster safe spaces in their
classrooms should resist the urge to advance a rigid power dynamic in which they
legitimate their own positions over those of their students. In charging students to call
into question the foundational assumptions that govern their worldviews, educators
should also constantly call into question the assumptions that govern their own
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pedagogies, actively scrutinizing their own methodologies and ideological standings in
the classroom, setting an example of post-structuralist analysis for their students.
In keeping with the aim of post-structuralism to equalize and problematize
simultaneously all ideologies that shape classroom discourse, instructors who seek to
foster safe spaces in their classrooms must, in one regard, take traditional critical
pedagogies to task. Historically, critical pedagogies, especially traditional iterations of
multicultural pedagogy, often ignore marginalized queer identities while bringing other
categories of difference—particularly race/ethnicity, cultural heritage, and religion—to
the forefront. While these other categories of difference are certainly important to
acknowledge in examining the various ways that discrimination operates both in
university spaces and elsewhere, issues facing queer students cannot be ignored. 46
Considering the importance of employing post-structuralist theory while also
embracing pedagogical practices that actively work to challenge heteronormative
assumptions in the classroom, I formulate my own safe space pedagogy, which largely
marries two distinct scholarly viewpoints. Each of these paradigms, born out of rhetoric
and composition scholarship,47 specifically draws (the first explicitly, the second
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For example, many articulations of contemporary multicultural pedagogy often seem to
trivialize issues surrounding sexual orientation and gender identity. Specifically, see
Grant & Sleeter (2007) and Nieto & Bode (2008), both of which devote much time to
discussing how teachers practicing critical pedagogy can make their classrooms safe
spaces for students of diverse racial, ethnic, and cultural backgrounds, while framing
issues surrounding queer students in broad terms that are inclusive of “all students”
without offering solutions for making classrooms safe for students with non-normalized
sexual and gender identities. Furthermore, these two texts represent a larger trend I have
noticed in multicultural pedagogical frameworks, which often comparatively marginalize
issues surrounding queer identities.
47

I specifically draw from rhetoric and composition scholarship for two reasons that
perhaps inform one another: (1) I am particularly interested in rhetoric and composition
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implicitly) from queer theory: (1) student inquiry as a means of creating spaces for
engagement with issues of difference, and (2) the performance of ideological neutrality
by instructors as a counter-hegemonic pedagogical strategy.
Student inquiry, the first tenet of my proposed safe space pedagogy, represents a
productive pedagogical strategy for instructors who wish to make their classrooms safe
spaces both because it charges students to think critically48 and because it affords them
opportunities to engage with issues of difference. William J. Spurlin offers a productive
theorization of the usefulness of student inquiry as a means of fostering safe spaces in the
classroom, at the center of which queer theory and critical pedagogy explicitly intersect:
A “queer” pedagogy would imply not only an analysis of
(sexual) difference(s) in the classroom but of interrelated,
broad-based pedagogical commitments to free inquiry and
expression, social equity, the development of more
democratic institutional and pedagogical practices, and the
broadening of dialogical spheres of public exchange within
and beyond the classroom as sites for engaged analyses of
social issues and collective struggles. Indeed, the
intersections of queer theory and critical pedagogy are
filled with numerous and exciting possibilities for
productive classroom inquiry, cultural analysis, public
deliberation, and social (ex)change. (10)
Spurlin’s queer pedagogy of social justice, which also draws from critical pedagogy,
creates opportunities for students to engage with issues of difference, including those of
sexuality and identity. In highlighting the importance of student inquiry as a means of

as an area of future academic study, and (2) the two rhetoric and composition frameworks
from which I derive my pedagogy provide the most productive theoretical paradigms for
articulating my own safe space pedagogy of any educational frameworks that I have
encountered in my research for this project.
48

See my discussion of Kecht’s theorization of critically engaged classroom spaces
earlier in this chapter. Such a pedagogical strategy keeps with queer theory’s aim to
question constantly the ideological frameworks that are so often normalized and, in turn,
legitimated, in classroom discourses.
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facilitating discussions of marginalization and difference, Spurlin positions the classroom
as a safe space for students to express, discuss, and even problematize their identities.
Furthermore, this pedagogy is also one of social justice in that its concerns include the
broadening of students’ perspectives in order to work toward greater understandings of
the issues that marginalize various identities and ideological alignments within larger
societal discourses. Working from Spurlin’s framework, one of the things I looked for
while conducting my observations for this project were opportunities for students to
engage in dialogue about social issues and identity. Pedagogical strategies that
encourage open discussion would not only suggest that a classroom is a safe space but
also one that welcomes (and perhaps even fosters) counter-heteronormative discourses.
The second tenet of my proposed safe space pedagogy involves the performance
of ideological neutrality by instructors. This pedagogical move frees the space of the
classroom from any instructor-sanctioned, ideological framework that might otherwise
influence students’ understandings of issues with which instructors intend for them to
engage critically, therefore to an extent negating the idea of “free” student inquiry.
Simply, the performance of ideological neutrality affords instructors opportunities to
encourage student inquiry without polluting students’ understandings of the issues that
they are problematizing in the curriculum. Karen Kopelson offers a theorization of the
performance of ideological neutrality that discourages instructors from enacting radical
political views in the classroom, even when those views do seek to foster equality and
promote social justice:
[Students] come to us believing that academia is the
quintessential realm of objectivity, that anything overtly
political or opinionated is “biased,” and that “bias” is most
certainly something to be avoided by authors, teachers and
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other authorities . . . the performance of the very neutrality
that students expect from their (composition) instructors,
and from education more generally, can become a
rhetorically savvy, politically responsive and responsible
pedagogical tactic that actually enhances students’
engagement with difference and that minimizes their
resistance to difference in the process. (117-18)
For Kopelson, the performance of political/ideological neutrality is more productive for
encouraging student engagement with difference than is the “biased” overt expression of
instructors’ opinions both because students are less inclined to trust instructors who try to
tell them how to think and because performed ideological neutrality enhances students’
engagements with issues of difference. However, because, arguably, every pedagogy is
inherently ideological, I specify a caveat to Kopelson’s theorization: within their
classrooms, instructors can normalize an ideology that encourages the active pursuit of
knowledge, rather than an ideology that explicitly tells students how they should think
about certain issues. While not completely ideologically neutral, per se, it is a
pedagogical move in alignment with my proposed safe space pedagogy.
When students cannot see their instructors’ beliefs enacted in the discursive space
of the classroom, then this space potentially becomes one that is safer for student identity
expression precisely because it is not explicitly or hegemonically governed by any
particular beliefs that the instructor espouses. Not only are students less resistant to
instructors who seem neutral on political/ideological issues, but they also in turn have a
greater chance of critically engaging with issues of difference. Lacking an explicit
ideological framework governing how they should engage with classroom discourse,
students are afforded more opportunities to examine a wider array of possibilities without
fear of disagreeing with what they view as the “official” viewpoint of the classroom.
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With this theorization of performative ideological neutrality in mind, during my
classroom observations I sought evidence that instructors created opportunities for critical
dialogue without overtly adopting specific opinions about the subjects being discussed.
At the intersection of these two proposed paradigms of student inquiry and
ideological neutrality lies a queer, counter-heteronormative pedagogy that affords
instructors opportunities to make their classrooms safe spaces. The safe space pedagogy
upon which I ultimately settled before my observations began is one in which the
instructor refrains from establishing a standardized, normalizing, or otherwise “correct”
discursive lens through which to filter class discussions; however, this hypothetical
instructor would also create opportunities for students to critically engage with issues of
difference and marginalization, so this safe space would not only encourage student
inquiry but also give students agency in deciding what they would like to investigate
without an overtly instructor-centric, hegemonic ideology shaping the discursive space of
the classroom. Seeking examples of this ideologically precise yet largely
methodologically undefined pedagogy in mind, I began my classroom observations.

Research Methodology
For this project I examined one localized university setting, introductory-level
courses in UAHuntsville’s Departments of English and Education, because my broader
research interests (including safe spaces) are concerned with these two fields. First, as
someone planning most likely to pursue a PhD in rhetoric and composition with the aim
of teaching at the university level, I am interested in the pedagogical and physical
landscape of composition classes in terms of how they can function as safe spaces that
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queerly counter heteronormativity and other marginalizing ideologies. Additionally, as
freshman composition is a gatekeeper course in the university, basically all students are
required to take some form of it. At UAHuntsville, most undergraduates take the
traditional composition sequence of English 101 and 102; 49 however, if their writing
samples upon matriculation deem them in need of “basic writing” instruction, they are
initially enrolled in English 100, after the successful completion of which they can
transition into English 102 to complete their mandatory composition sequence.
To study a diverse array of composition courses in which freshmen at
UAHuntsville may be immersed, I initially decided to examine one section of each of
these three courses. However, the realities of limited course offerings by the university
rendered me unable to visit any of the three sections of English 101 offered during the
semester that I completed my observations. Therefore, I examined one section of English
100 and one of English 102. In determining which sections of each course to observe, I
selected at random from those that met outside of my daily work schedule.
In addition to the two composition courses, I also examined two teacher education
courses housed within the university’s Department of Education, each taught by a tenured
or tenure-track professor in the department. I specifically chose to examine education
courses because of my pragmatic interest in countering heteronormativity: ideology is
housed and reproduced in schools and universities as much as (if not more so than) any
49

Undergraduates in UAHuntsville’s University Honors Program are the exception to
this rule and are, as a result, not represented in my research for this chapter. Honors
undergraduates do not take freshman composition; instead, they take English 105, an
introductory literature course that is taught by a tenure-track professor and that resembles
a sophomore literature course. The reasoning behind this move, presumably, is that
students in the University Honors Program should already possess the analytical tools
that are taught in traditional freshman composition coursework upon matriculation into
the university.
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other place where students spend a great deal of their time, so much so that it is arguable
that a great deal of students’ socialization occurs in the classroom. Teachers (to varying
extents that differ from school board to school board, and even then from school to
school) have the ability to create safe spaces in their classrooms, and as ideology is
reproduced in universities as much as it is in K-12 schools, those courses where future
teachers learn their craft seemed appropriate places to investigate the presence of safe
spaces (or lack thereof) in the classroom.
One of the two teacher preparation class sections I observed, an educational
psychology course, is taken in an undergraduate’s first semester of teacher education and
is required for all teacher candidates at UAHuntsville. The second course that I observed
focuses on social studies teaching methods and is required for all elementary education
majors.50 Each of these courses fit the demands of my research in a unique way: the first
course, in analyzing psychological contributions to the field of education, would, I
predicted, expose teacher candidates to potential differences in their future student
populations, such as those of sexual orientation and gender identity; the social studies
methods course, conversely, is designed for elementary school teachers, those who are
actively involved in academically shaping students’ minds in their first years of school
and who can expose students to (counter-)heteronormative discourses at younger ages
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To clarify terms: not all teacher candidates at UAHuntsville are education majors.
Prospective elementary teacher candidates major in education, while prospective middle
and high teacher candidates major in their subject area (such as English or mathematics),
with a concentration in education. Both types of undergraduates receive the same caliber
of teaching certification upon successful completion of the teacher education program.
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than can their counterparts in middle and high schools, who work with students after they
have typically been exposed to the discourses of K-12 schools for several years.51

Overview of Classroom Observations
With my specific safe space pedagogy in mind, I entered each classroom
observation52 hoping to see teaching methods where instructors espoused my proposed
safe space pedagogy, encouraging student inquiry while not overtly situating the class
within any particular, dominant ideological framework. Two of the instructors, Maria,53
who taught the educational psychology course, and Hazel, who taught English 102,
largely did not foster safe spaces in their classrooms; in fact, in some cases, they actually
created unsafe spaces in their classrooms. Conversely, while they did not overtly situate
their classes within a specifically counter-heteronormative framework, the other two
instructors, Sheri, who taught the basic writing course, and Jack, who taught the social
studies methods course for elementary education majors, did frequently create safe spaces
in their classrooms in unique ways. I present my analyses of each instructor’s class in
order of arguable effectiveness, from least representative of my proposed safe space
pedagogy to most representative.
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For specific research undergirding these considerations, see Kosciw et al. (2012),
Pascoe (2007), and Sumara & Davis (1999), among others that I cite in my literature
review for this project.
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I observed each of the four classes only twice. While I would have preferred to spend
more time with each instructor and her/his particular class, the reality of my hectic
schedule as a full-time graduate student with a full-time job did not allow for more time
for the field research that I conducted for this chapter.
53

For the sake of anonymity, I refer to these instructors by pseudonyms throughout this
chapter.
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Maria
Maria, a tenured professor in the Department of Education, is the primary
instructor of educational psychology courses (graduate and undergraduate) taught to
teacher candidates at UAHuntsville. When I began my observations of her class, I
expected that her research background in instructional strategies for marginalized student
populations (particularly, issues concerning black student achievement) would make her
more attuned to issues of student difference on the whole. What I found, unfortunately, is
that Maria, more so than any of the other instructors I observed, actually created unsafe
spaces in her classroom for students on multiple occasions. Though these unsafe
renderings of her classroom never involved the reification of heteronormative ideology,
she employed many pedagogical strategies that seemed largely ineffective in making her
students feel comfortable engaging with the classroom discourse.
In her educational psychology class, Maria demonstrated many of the sorts of
things I hoped not to see when I began my observations. I find the most striking example
to be when she singled out a student during class discussion and used him as an example
of how students should not behave: while discussing the issue of class participation, she
specifically pointed out the student (who did not voluntarily speak in class either time I
observed) as one who did not vocally participate in class very often. While this comment
was probably (hopefully) lodged as a joke, the levity was not apparent, and the student
seemed uncomfortable. The whole gesture seemed incredibly awkward and performed
for no apparent reason other than to single out the student. This moment of seemingly
unwanted attention to the student momentarily othered him, rendering the space of the
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classroom unsafe for him (even if only temporarily) to continue silently participating, as
he had before.
Equally problematic was when Maria performed a whole-class review of
concepts for an upcoming exam. When she asked the class a question about learning
styles (one of the concepts from that chapter in the textbook), one student answered the
question incorrectly, which prompted a short, productive discussion between Maria and
the student about why hers was the wrong answer. When the student revealed that she
had not thought about the concept in that particular way, Maria reacted as though the
student’s initial understanding of the concept was farfetched, after which she proceeded
to tell the class what their “natural response” to the information should have been. (She
actually used the phrase “natural response” here.) This statement created a situation
where there was a normalized (explicitly, in this case) expectation of how students should
think, overtly positioning a particular, instructor-sanctioned worldview as dominant in the
classroom and rendering the space unsafe for free student inquiry.
My final commentary on Maria’s class involves a specific moment in her
interpretation of the curriculum. While reviewing for the same exam mentioned
previously, Maria briefly listed the concepts from a textbook chapter about potential
differences in student populations. Among the concepts Maria mentioned in the review
were race, class, gender, and ability, with no mention of sexual orientation or nonnormative gender identity. While this might have been an omission on the textbook’s
part, the burden here also falls on Maria, who, if teaching about issues of diversity,
should have included a fuller range of diverse student populations than she did.
Educators of future educators cannot simply ignore issues of sexuality and gender
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identity; when these issues disappear from conversations about difference,
heteronormativity is reified in the classroom.54

Hazel
A lecturer in the Department of English with a background in women’s literature,
Hazel largely failed to employ either of the pedagogical strategies that I identify in
defining my safe space pedagogy. Though I was frequently entertained by her
understatedly amusing personality during my visits to her freshman composition class, I
unfortunately witnessed little that I had hoped to see of the safe space pedagogy. In fact,
I once observed the reification of heteronormativity and reinforcement of traditional
gender roles when Hazel told a male student to “be a gentleman” toward a female student
beside him.
However, I think there is one area where Hazel potentially forged a space vaguely
reflective of my safe space pedagogy: the thematic focus of the composition course
(selected by the instructor) was food, and both times that I observed Hazel’s class, she
emphasized to her students that they can approach the topic of food from a variety of
theoretical perspectives. Trying to push students beyond writing only about commonly
discussed issues such as vegetarianism and organic food, Hazel encouraged her students
to incorporate more sophisticated theoretical frameworks, such as globalization and the
rhetoric of the body, into their research papers. Though she did not specifically mention
such, Hazel’s students could have easily incorporated issues of sexuality or identity, or
even queer theory itself, as a framework, if they were so theoretically inclined. In giving
54

This situation aptly exemplifies the issue of multicultural pedagogy, as it is most often
currently theorized and practiced, that I problematize earlier in this chapter.
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students agency in deciding what to write about, Hazel subtly enacted one tenet of my
proposed safe space pedagogy, encouraging her students to engage with critical issues but
without requiring them, specifically, to write about specific issues or from specific points
of view. Though her pedagogy did not offer any specific queer or counterheteronormative strategies, the fact that Hazel forged this space for her students to freely
relate any topics to the subject of the course demonstrates one tenet of my proposed
pedagogy, if only subtly.

Sheri
An adjunct instructor in the Department of English with a background in
contemporary literature and composition pedagogy, Sheri largely created safe spaces in
her basic writing course by employing student-centric pedagogies that not only placed her
students’ needs at the forefront of the classroom discourse but also charged her students
to take an active role in shaping the discursive community of the classroom by helping
design their own assignments. In her class, Sheri enacted an incredibly collaborative and
student-centric pedagogy that, while not offering any explicitly counter-heteronormative
strategies, provided opportunities to queer the curriculum and offered safe spaces for
students.
My two observations with Sheri’s class were completely different. The first was
on a workshop day, where the instructor met with small groups of students to discuss
their writing. The group I observed was comprised of two students who differed in
gender, race, and demonstrated verbal command of the English language. It was evident
that this was not their first workshop together because Sheri began by asking one student
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to offer his critique—positive and negative—about the other student’s essay draft, after
which Sheri offered her feedback, specifically positioning her comments in alignment
with or opposition to the other student’s. (“I agree with Charlie55 that you need to be
clearer about your thesis statement, but I do not think that you need all of the details he
suggested.”) In this way, she modeled for her students how to position their own voices
within discussions by other writers and scholars. This pedagogical move, in charging
students to express their critical voices in response to those of other writers and scholars,
encourages student inquiry, though it does not specifically encourage students to engage
with issues of difference.
During my second observation of Sheri’s class, I witnessed a queering of typical
curricular expectations: Sheri allowed her students to help create the rubric for the
culminating project of the class, a research essay. This move surprised me as much as it
seemed to surprise her students, who were not expecting to be granted this measure of
autonomy. Dividing them into small groups, Sheri allowed her students to brainstorm
and compile a list of different items to be included on the rubric (clear thesis statement,
appropriate grammar and mechanics, etc.) before the class came together, narrowed down
the list into a reasonable amount of items, and placed them within categories that they
also developed as a class (organization, proofreading, etc.). By giving her students
agency to select what criteria were appropriate for the final paper rubric, Sheri queered
the traditional notion that students enrolled in basic writing courses cannot write, and
instead positioned the students as the writing experts by letting them help craft the rubric.
In addition to functioning as queer theory in action, this pedagogical move gives students

55

Student pseudonym.
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a clear sense of agency, making the classroom space safe for these potentially
disenfranchised “basic” writers to take ownership of their writing processes.
Additionally, Sheri gave her students an explicit opportunity to engage with
various facets of their identities in requiring them to write literacy narratives as one of
their writing assignments. Not only do literacy narratives charge students to take agency
of their own histories as literate persons, but they also make the space of the writing
classroom a safe one for students to write critically about their identities as they relate to
the experiences of literacy.56 With this assignment and the rubric-writing one, Sheri
explicitly enacted the tenet of the safe space pedagogy that encourages student inquiry
and gives them a sense of agency over their own learning.

Jack
Jack, a tenure-track professor in the Department of Education, provided the most
effective example of my proposed safe space pedagogy by making concerted efforts to
bring students’ lived experiences and perspectives to the forefront of classroom discourse
while performing ideological neutrality, which resulted in his students both engaging
comfortably with the classroom discourse and, as was evident from my observations of
his interactions with his students, genuinely liking and respecting him as their teacher.
Both of my observations of Jack’s elementary social studies methods class were
largely enjoyable and thought-provoking experiences. Though he provided the best
56

Concerning the relevance of literacy narratives to contemporary composition
pedagogy, Brandt (2001) provides compelling evidence for the necessity of literacy
narratives, while Selfe & Hawisher (2004) theorize how literacy narratives can be
effectively utilized pedagogically. A diverse array of these narratives can be found at the
Digital Archive of Literacy Narratives, the largest collection of its type, housed online in
cooperation with The Ohio State University and curated by Selfe.
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example of the safe space pedagogy that I was looking for when I began examining these
four courses, he was not the paradigm of counter-heteronormativity that I had hoped to
see in my observations. Though he demonstrated an obvious passion for his students and
their well-beings, there were times when Jack allowed normalized ideas about gender and
family dynamics to shape moments of his teacher talk. There was an instance, for
example, when, for comedic purposes, he adopted a hyper-feminized lisp in order to
playfully mock an annoying pundit he had heard on the radio earlier that day. Another
instance was when, asking about the parents of a fourth-grade student with whom a
teacher candidate was working at a local elementary school, Jack referred to them as the
child’s “mom and dad” rather than “parents,” without knowing anything about the
student’s family or home life. Though seemingly inconsequential, these actions
demonstrate that even otherwise exemplary teachers, like Jack, can inadvertently espouse
moments of problematic heteronormative ideology in the classroom.
Occasional heteronormativity aside, Jack enacted exactly the sort of pedagogy I
had hoped to see during my observations. Looking at his performed pedagogy
holistically, he frequently and explicitly charged his students to be critically engaged.
More specifically, for example, he expressed the importance of being an active and
informed citizen multiple times, also stressing the importance of these future teachers
spreading these values to their students. Though this is in itself a form of ideological
normalization, the ideology being normalized was one that encourages the active pursuit
of knowledge and information, a value in alignment with my safe space pedagogy.
Likewise, Jack often made the students themselves an integral part of the course,
rendering them not merely participants in but subjects of the classroom experience.
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When not using PowerPoint or other visual aids, for example, he sat at the seminar table
with his students, adopting a stance of equality with them and encouraging their full,
dialogic participation. Likewise, he must have learned aspects of his students’ personal
lives at the beginning of the semester, as I heard him offhandedly refer to specific
students’ jobs, children, spouses, etc., several times during lectures.
In addition, on multiple occasions Jack allowed the class discussion to lead to talk
of contemporary politics without adopting an overt stance on these matters. Once, for
instance, during a discussion about how large and intrusive the United States federal
government should be, Jack asked his students if they thought the government has a right
to make a decision about the nationwide legality of same-sex marriage: “I’m just curious
what you all think about it,” he told his students, refraining from adopting any sort of
position on the issue, instead responding intelligently to each student, offering further
lines of inquiry based on each response. This performance of ideological neutrality
exemplifies the pedagogy that Kopelson calls for, creating spaces for students to examine
various paradigms without the burden of navigating an explicit, hegemonic ideology
legitimated by the instructor.
However, Jack provided the most thought-provoking example of the safe space
pedagogy after a student asked him, point-blank, if she could “be completely honest with
him about something.” He responded in the affirmative, after which she asked him to
evaluate the fairness with which she had recently been treated by another professor in the
department. At that point, Jack asked his students if they feel it is safe to question the
policies of the university’s Education Department. The ensuing discussion evidenced the
fact that Jack had successfully created a safe space in his class for students to engage with
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issues they had on their minds at the time—issues that were very relevant to their lives
and that seemed of utmost importance to many of them. In this moment, Jack, more so
than any of the other instructors I observed, demonstrated the space of his classroom to
be one where his students felt safe to “be completely honest” with him.

Synthesis of and Reflection upon Classroom Observations
Because I only observed two sessions of each of the four classes, my data sample
here is notably limited. However, rather than postulate how a curriculum or even a
course could (or should) be structured, I offer these pedagogical instances as examples of
ways that safe spaces can exist as moments in individual classrooms. In the examples I
provide, each of these instructors rendered the spaces of their classrooms safe or unsafe
in specific instances, these renderings the result of a particular gesture, turn of phrase, or
assignment. What my brief encounters with these classes offer are not large-scale
recommendations for how to structure a safe space curriculum but rather an illustration of
the importance of instructors considering every moment in each of their classes as a
chance to reify or disrupt heteronormativity and other marginalizing ideologies.
Each moment is a chance to give students agency or to deny them their positions
as subjects of their own learning. Furthermore, each instance is a chance to create safe or
unsafe spaces in the classroom. While the rainbow flags and pink triangles offered by
safe space campaigns such as GLSEN’s prove somewhat ineffective,57 instructors can
pedagogically craft safe spaces in their classrooms.

57

As my research discussed in Chapter III demonstrates.
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Furthermore, classrooms can function as potential safe spaces because they
represent one area where all students are socialized in universities and, in turn, a place
where (counter-)heteronormative ideologies can be practiced in order to create (un)safe
spaces where students with non-normalized identities can be made comfortable and free
from ideological harm. Recalling Sara Ahmed’s theorization of space, in which she
posits that “space acquires ‘direction’ through how bodies inhabit it, just as bodies
acquire direction in their inhabitance,” classroom spaces are constantly being redefined
as the orientations of their inhabitants shift, as they change their values and positions,
realign their priorities, and consider various perspectives (12). While the rhetoric of
university policy, departmental mission statements, and course syllabi shape the
discursive space of an individual classroom, they do not wholly define it, opening up
possibilities for teachers to transform their classrooms into safe spaces to counter
heteronormativity. As it applies to my research here, the classroom can be made a space
where instructors challenge students to reexamine their own situated perspectives, calling
into question, for example, what they consider normal as a result of their previous
socialization, both in the classroom and outside of it. Simply, the space of the classroom
is one that instructors can consistently redefine, where an unsafe moment can be followed
by a safe one at any time.

Conclusion: On Safe Space Pedagogy
For the sake of this project I initially conceived a safe space as one where all
students could feel safe expressing their identities, and the pedagogy I outline here offers
one paradigm by which instructors can make their classrooms safe spaces. The definition
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of a safe space, though, is part of a critical conversation that is far from over. When I
was discussing this project with a colleague, for example, she asked me if making a space
safe for one person could render it unsafe for another. Her words rang true and stuck
with me long after our discussion. It is possible, for example, that there are students who
would become easily frustrated with the performance of ideological neutrality described
by Karen Kopelson and enacted here by Jack. The very frustration of not knowing how
an instructor feels about a particular issue could aggravate a certain type of student to the
point of not feeling safe in the classroom because she does not know how the instructor
“expects” her to think.58
Therefore, there is still research that needs to be done on the issue of safe spaces
in the classroom. Though I offer here glimpses of how instructors can render the space of
the classroom safe during specific moments, the possibilities for teaching an entire course
by following this proposed safe space pedagogy is something that has yet to be
investigated. Likewise, though this project demonstrates ways that instructors can render
their classrooms momentarily safe, the issue of how instructors can sustain safe spaces in
their classrooms is still an area that demands further research.
I would like to conclude with a meditation on where this research has delivered
me. I began this project with the specific goal of investigating the ways that instructors
can make their classrooms safe for queer students. What I learned is that the way I
initially conceived safe spaces before I began conducting my research is not what I
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Indeed, I can personally testify to the validity of this dilemma. When I was teaching
middle school language arts in 2011, for example, I encountered some students who
expected me to give them straightforward, non-negotiable answers to difficult questions.
Though I have not yet taught at a postsecondary institution, I imagine that this is true of
many students enrolled in university courses, as well.
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actually saw when I observed this safe space pedagogy in action. The ways that I
observed these instructors enact (to varying extents) the safe space pedagogy
demonstrates that the instructors made their classrooms safe spaces for students to inquire
freely, not always necessarily to express marginalized facets of their identities (which
was the end result I originally sought when I began my research). This realization leads
me to two conclusions: (1) safe space is a useful way to theorize not only a solution to the
marginalization of student identities in schools but also a paradigm in which to frame
discussions about best practices for encouraging student inquiry, and (2) making schools
safe spaces for queer student identity expression is still an area that warrants further
investigation.
Concerning that latter conclusion, while I think that this safe space pedagogy
allows instructors to incorporate momentarily counter-heteronormative and queer
pedagogical moves into the daily goings-on of their classrooms, it is not necessarily a
pedagogy that is inherently counter-heteronormative.59 While this pedagogy can render
moments of classroom space safe, it does not definitively make the classroom an entirely
safe space at all times. As is evidenced by the onslaught of media attention devoted in
the last few years to the bullying and suicides of queer youth and young adults, the
marginalization of queer identities is still a contentious issue, relevant now as much as
ever. Creating counter-heteronormative safe spaces in our schools is of the utmost
importance and must remain a priority for educators and administrators at both the K-12
and postsecondary levels. There is still a great deal of progress to be made before school
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Though it is inherently queer, drawing upon the charge of queer theory to disrupt
unquestioned, normalized ideological frameworks.
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spaces are entirely safe for queer (and other marginalized) students, and until we reach
that idealized paragon, the issue of safe spaces must continue to be reexamined.
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Survey Questions

This survey is for current students and recent graduates (2010 or later) of UAHuntsville.
Please answer the following question to begin.
1. As of the fall 2012 semester, what will be your current standing at UAHuntsville?
 Freshman
 Sophomore
 Junior
 Senior
 Graduate student
 Recent graduate (2010 or later)
 I am neither a current student nor a recent graduate of UAHuntsville.
Please answer the following questions about yourself.
2. What is your age?
3. Do you live on campus?
 Yes, I live on campus now or will in the upcoming fall semester.
 Yes, I will live on campus in the fall but have not lived on campus
previously.
 No, I do not live on campus now but have lived there in previous
semesters.
 No, I have never lived on campus.
4. What is your ethnic background? (Select all that apply.)
 White (includes people of European or Semitic backgrounds)
 Black or African American
 Latino/Hispanic
 American Indian/Alaskan Native
 Asian
 Asian/Pacific Islander
 Other
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5. How would you describe your gender identity? (Select all that apply.)
 Female
 Male
 Transgender
 Bigender
 Pangender
 Genderqueer
 Other
6. How would you describe your sexual orientation? (Select all that apply.)
 Lesbian
 Gay
 Bisexual
 Heterosexual (straight)
 Pansexual
 Asexual
 Other
7. Do you identify as queer?
 Yes
 No
 Sometimes
8. If you identify as non-heterosexual and/or queer, which of the following
statements describe how “out” (of the closet) you are? (Select all that apply.)
 I am completely out of the closet.
 I am out to everyone except all or some family members.
 I am out to everyone except all or some friends.
 I am out to everyone except all or some coworkers.
 I am out to everyone except some casual acquaintances.
 I am only out to select family members.
 I am out only to select friends.
 I am out only to select coworkers.
 I am out only to select casual acquaintances.
 I am completely in the closet.
 Other (Please explain below.)
 N/A
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Please answer the following questions about your experiences with the UAHuntsville
Gay-Straight Alliance (GSA).
9. Are you aware that UAHuntsville has an active GSA?
 Yes
 No
10. Are you connected to the UAHuntsville GSA via social media? (Select all that
apply.)
 Yes, I am connected via Facebook.
 Yes, I am connected via Twitter.
 Yes, I am connected via email mailing list.
 No, I am not connected to the GSA via social media.
11. Have you ever attended an event sponsored by the UAHuntsville GSA?
 Yes
 No

Please answer the following question about your experiences with the UAHuntsville Safe
Zone program.
12. Are you familiar with UAHuntsville’s Safe Zone program?
 Yes
 No

Please answer the following questions about how safe you feel at various locations on the
UAHuntsville campus. Safety in this context refers to feeling safe from any type of
physical, emotional, or psychological harm or threats. Follow-up questions will ask you
about how comfortable you feel expressing your sexual orientation and gender identity at
these campus locations.
13. How safe do you feel in the academic buildings on campus (Morton Hall, Shelby
Center, M. Louis Salmon Library, etc.)?
 Always safe
 Usually safe
 Sometimes safe
 Usually unsafe
 Always unsafe
 N/A (I rarely or never visit these campus locations.)
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14. Do you feel comfortable expressing your sexual orientation and gender identity
when you visit the academic buildings on campus? (Select all that apply.)
 I always feel comfortable expressing my sexual orientation.
 I sometimes feel comfortable expressing my sexual orientation.
 I never feel comfortable expressing my sexual orientation.
 I always feel comfortable expressing my gender identity.
 I sometimes feel comfortable expressing my gender identity.
 I never feel comfortable expressing my gender identity.
 N/A (I rarely or never visit these campus locations.)
15. How safe do you feel in the University Center?
 Always safe
 Usually safe
 Sometimes safe
 Usually unsafe
 Always unsafe
 N/A (I rarely or never visit this campus location.)
16. Do you feel comfortable expressing your sexual orientation and gender identity
when you visit the University Center? (Select all that apply.)
 I always feel comfortable expressing my sexual orientation.
 I sometimes feel comfortable expressing my sexual orientation.
 I never feel comfortable expressing my sexual orientation.
 I always feel comfortable expressing my gender identity.
 I sometimes feel comfortable expressing my gender identity.
 I never feel comfortable expressing my gender identity.
 N/A (I rarely or never visit this campus location.)
17. How safe do you feel in the campus residence halls (Charger Village, Frank Franz
Hall, Southeast Housing, etc.)?
 Always safe
 Usually safe
 Sometimes safe
 Usually unsafe
 Always unsafe
 N/A (I rarely or never visit these campus locations.)
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18. Do you feel comfortable expressing your sexual orientation and gender identity
when you visit the campus residence halls? (Select all that apply.)
 I always feel comfortable expressing my sexual orientation.
 I sometimes feel comfortable expressing my sexual orientation.
 I never feel comfortable expressing my sexual orientation.
 I always feel comfortable expressing my gender identity.
 I sometimes feel comfortable expressing my gender identity.
 I never feel comfortable expressing my gender identity.
 N/A (I rarely or never visit these campus locations.)
19. How safe do you feel at events sponsored by the UAHuntsville GSA?
 Always safe
 Usually safe
 Sometimes safe
 Usually unsafe
 Always unsafe
 N/A (I rarely or never visit these events.)
20. Do you feel comfortable expressing your sexual orientation and gender identity
when you attend events sponsored by the UAHuntsville GSA? (Select all that
apply.)
 I always feel comfortable expressing my sexual orientation.
 I sometimes feel comfortable expressing my sexual orientation.
 I never feel comfortable expressing my sexual orientation.
 I always feel comfortable expressing my gender identity.
 I sometimes feel comfortable expressing my gender identity.
 I never feel comfortable expressing my gender identity.
 N/A (I rarely or never attend these events.)
21. How safe do you feel at campus locations marked with a Safe Zone sticker (such
as faculty/staff offices and departmental offices)?
 Always safe
 Usually safe
 Sometimes safe
 Usually unsafe
 Always unsafe
 N/A (I am unfamiliar with these campus locations or have never
encountered them.)
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22. Do you feel comfortable expressing your sexual orientation and gender identity
when you visit a campus location marked with a Safe Zone sticker? (Select all
that apply.)
 I always feel comfortable expressing my sexual orientation.
 I sometimes feel comfortable expressing my sexual orientation.
 I never feel comfortable expressing my sexual orientation.
 I always feel comfortable expressing my gender identity.
 I sometimes feel comfortable expressing my gender identity.
 I never feel comfortable expressing my gender identity.
 N/A (I am unfamiliar with these campus locations or have never
encountered them.)
23. Do you feel relatively more comfortable expressing your sexual orientation and
gender identity when you visit campus locations marked with Safe Zone stickers
than you do when you visit campus locations not marked with Safe Zone stickers?
 Yes, I feel relatively more comfortable.
 No, I feel relatively less comfortable.
 Sometimes I feel more comfortable when I see a Safe Zone sticker.
 Safe Zone stickers do not impact my comfort level.
 N/A (I am unfamiliar with these campus locations or have never
encountered them.)
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Interview Questions

1. Please state your name and age.
2. As of the fall 2012 semester, what will be your current standing at UAHuntsville
(junior, senior, recent graduate, etc.)?
3. How many years have you been a student at UAHuntsville?
a. Or: How many years were you a student at UAHuntsville?
4. How do you identify your gender identity and sexual orientation? For example, I
am a gay man. Likewise, I have a friend who identifies as a transgender, bisexual
man.
5. Do you identify as queer? Please explain.
6. How long have you known that you are not heterosexual? Please explain.
7. Describe how out of the closet you are. Are you out to friends, family members,
coworkers, casual acquaintances?
8. How “out” are you on campus? Always? Sometimes? Never?
9. How long have you been out of the closet?
a. Did you come out to everyone all at once, or was it a gradual process?
b. How long did it take before you were completely out (if you are
completely out)?
10. Do you currently or have you ever “acted straight” in order to hide your gender
identity or sexual orientation? How? When? Where? Why? To whom?
11. Have you ever been bullied or harassed because of your gender identity or sexual
orientation? Please explain.
12. Have you ever felt marginalized because of your gender identity or sexual
orientation?
a. If so: Explain how you have felt marginalized. When? Where? By whom?
13. Have you ever felt that your life is more difficult because of your gender identity
or sexual orientation? Please explain.
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14. Do you now or have you ever felt a tension between your gender identity or
sexual orientation and another aspect of your identity, such as your ethnicity or
religious beliefs, or another part of your life, such as a particular group of friends
with whom you hang out? Please explain.
15. Have you ever experienced any sort of negative reaction (anger, hostility,
alienation, etc.) upon coming out of the closet to a friend? Please explain.
a. To a coworker or fellow student?
b. To a family member?
16. Has anyone ever disowned you for coming out? Please explain.
17. Have you ever attended a GSA event?
a. How often do you typically attend these events?
b. What types of events do you normally attend or have you attended?
18. Do you feel completely comfortable expressing all aspects of your identity when
you are at GSA events?
a. Why or why not?
19. Are you familiar with the Safe Zone program at UAHuntsville?
a. If so: Tell me what you know about it.
b. If not: Let me briefly explain to you what Safe Zone is.
20. Have you ever seen a Safe Zone sticker on campus—for example, on an
instructor’s office door, in a departmental office, or in any designated areas of the
University Center?
a. If so: Can you tell me where, specifically, you have seen them?
21. Depending how question 19 is answered…
a. If yes: Do you feel more comfortable expressing your sexual orientation
and/or gender identity when you are in a space marked with a Safe Zone
sticker? Why or why not?
b. If no: Do you think you would feel more comfortable expressing your
sexual orientation and/or gender identity in a space marked with a Safe
Zone sticker? Why or why not?
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Interview Participant Agreement

Please read this document in its entirety and sign it before beginning your interview.
Many of the questions asked in this interview are personal in nature. You will primarily
be asked questions about your gender identity, sexual orientation, and life experiences.
Your responses to all of the questions asked are entirely voluntarily, and you may refrain
from responding to certain questions.
All reports of your responses will remain anonymous. You will be identified throughout
the written analysis of the interview by a pseudonym; your name will never be used to
identify you. (You will be asked for your name when the interview begins, but that is
only for the sake of identification by Nick Wilbourn, referred to hereafter as “the
interviewer.”) However, other identity descriptors, such as your ethnicity, gender
identity, sexual orientation, and current standing at the university, may be used to
describe you in the interviewer’s written analysis. The contents of this interview will not
be used for any purpose beyond analysis for the interviewer’s thesis and potential
subsequent publications based on this research. This interview will be recorded and
possibly transcribed. However, no person other than the interviewer will hear or see the
contents of this interview or know of your participation in it, unless you disclose this
information yourself. Any information you disclose in this interview will remain
confidential and will never be used by the interviewer to identify you in any way.
I have read and understand the contents of this agreement as they apply to me as an
interviewee. I grant Nick Wilbourn, the interviewer, permission to use the contents of this
interview for the purposes of his research as outlined in the preceding paragraph.

Printed name of interviewee: _______________________________________________

Signature of interviewee: __________________________________________________

Witnessed by interviewer: _________________________________________________
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Nicholaos Jones
332 B Morton Hall
Phone: 256.824.2238
Fax: 256.824.2387
Email: irb@uah.edu

Nick Wilbourn
c/o Chad Thomas, Ph.D.
Department of English
UAHuntsville
Huntsville, AL 35899
September 14, 2012
Dear Mr. Wilbourn,
As chair of the IRB Human Subjects Committee, I have reviewed your proposal,
Que(e)rying University Safe Spaces: Pedagogical, Institutional, and Curricular
Considerations, and have found it meets the necessary criteria for exemption
from review according to 45 CFR 46. I have approved this proposal, and you
may commence your research. Please note that this approval is good for one
year from the date on this letter. If data collection continues past this period, a
renewal application must be filed with the IRB.
Please contact me if you have any questions.

Sincerely,

Dr. Nicholaos Jones
Chair, UHSC
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THE UNIVERSITY OF ALABAMA IN HUNTSVILLE

FORM 1: INSTITUTIONAL REVIEW BOARD APPLICATION
Instructions: In MS Word, highlight the shaded underlined box and replace with your text.
Double-click checkboxes to check/uncheck. Provide signatures where appropriate.

Principal Investigator/Study Director: Nick Wilbourn

Name: Nick Wilbourn
Status: Faculty

Staff

Student

Department: English
College/Research Center: UAHuntsville’s College of Liberal Arts
Telephone: 256-698-0786
Email: ndw0001@uah.edu

Supervising Faculty Information (if student)
a. Name: Dr. Chad Thomas
b. Campus Address: Morton Hall 206E
c. Email: chad.thomas@uah.edu

Title of Study: Que(e)rying University Safe Spaces: Pedagogical, Institutional, and
Curricular Considerations

Purpose of Study: To determine the real and perceived levels of safety for queer
students on the UAHuntsville campus, through the use of (1) an anonymous survey,
and (2) private interviews conducted by the researcher

Hypotheses: I expect to find that some students, to varying degrees, feel comfortable
expressing their queer (LGBT) identities on campus, while others do not.
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Description of Subjects: In the survey, my subjects will be current UAHuntsville students
(all 19 years of age or older) who self-elect to participate in an anonymous online
survey. In the interviews, my subjects will be current UAHuntsville students (all 19
years of age or older) who I have asked to be interviewed anonymously and who
have each signed participant confidentiality agreements.

How Subjects Will Be Selected: The survey respondents will self-elect to participate,
with verification that each respondent is 19 years of age or older. The interview
participants were each specifically selected by the researcher and agreed to
participate, signing a participant confidentiality agreement and verifying that they
are 19 years of age or older.

Description of Procedure: In both the interviews and the survey, I will ask participants
about their perceptions of safety in various places on the UAHuntsville campus
(including the academic buildings, residence halls, and university center): whether
they feel comfortable being “out” on campus as a queer/LGBT person in the various
locations on campus. I will also ask about their experiences with the campus GayStraight Alliance and safe space program. The audio of the interviews will be
recorded and transcribed. This data will be stored digitally on the researcher’s
personal computer and will be accessible to no one except the researcher. All data
gathered in the research will be presented in the thesis in such a way as to
guarantee participant anonymity, as outlined on the next page.

Instrumentation (if applicable): The survey was created on SurveyMonkey.com and
mass- distributed via the UAHuntsville Gay-Straight Alliance’s Facebook page and
email list.

Duration of Study
a. Total amount of time with each subject: Approximately 1 hour
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b. Time to complete study: October-November 2012
Benefit(s) of the Study: As the Gay, Lesbian, and Straight Education (GLSEN) observes in
its National School Climate Survey (2011), eight in ten LGBT students experience
harassment or discrimination in K-12 school settings on the basis of sexual
orientation and/or gender identity. As is, such empirical data does not exist that
measures the perceptions of safety on university campuses. However, as Catherine
Fox (2007) posits, the implementation of “safe space” programs (such as those
popularized by GLSEN) in universities is instrumental in helping to eradicate
heterosexist ideologies that permeate the pedagogical, curricular, and institutional
spaces of universities. Examining the perceived levels of safety for LGBT-identifying
and -identified students on a university campus with an institutionally sanctioned
safe space campaign in place (at UAHuntsville, this is known as Safe Zone) will
provide a microcosmic case study for gauging the usefulness of safe spaces as they
are currently conceived. This will additionally allow for the theorizing of possibilities
for how to refine the existing safe space paradigm.

Possible Risks to Subject(s) and Precautions Taken to Avoid Risks: No foreseeable risks

How You Will Ensure Confidentiality/Anonymity: Survey respondents are completely
anonymous; no questions are asked that identify respondents by name or by any
other descriptors that uniquely identify them. Interview participants will be
identified in the researcher’s thesis by pseudonyms; there will no reference to them
by name or by any other descriptors that uniquely identify them.

Documentation of Informed Consent by Subject(s) Attached? Yes

No

Signature: _______________________________________________________________

Supervising Faculty Signature (if student):_____________________________________
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FORM 3: Application for Exemption from UHSC Review
Instructions: In MS Word, highlight the shaded underlined box and replace with your text.
Double-click checkboxes to check/uncheck. Provide signatures where appropriate.

Name: Nick Wilbourn
Date: 5 September 2012
Address: 7900 Madison Pike Apt 15019
City, State, Zip: Madison, AL 35758
Telephone: 256-698-0786
Email: ndw0001@uah.edu
Course Title & Number (if applicable): EH 699 – Master’s Thesis
Course Instructor (if applicable): ____ _______________________________________________
Signature

Date

Research involving human subjects may be exempted from UHSC approval if the research fully
meets at least one of the following (please check all that apply) :†
Research conducted in established or commonly accepted educational settings, involving normal educational
practices, such as (a) research on regular and special education instructional strategies or (b) research on the
effectiveness of or the comparison among instructional techniques, curricula, or classroom management
methods.
Research involving the use of educational tests (cognitive, diagnostic, aptitude, achievement), survey
procedures, interviews, or observation of public behavior 1 in which information is obtained in a manner that
human subjects cannot be identified directly or through identifiers linked to the subjects, and in which any
disclosure of the human subjects' responses outside the research would NOT place the subjects at risk of
criminal or civil liability or be damaging to the subjects' financial standing, employability, or reputation.
Research involving the use of educational tests (cognitive, diagnostic, aptitude, achievement) survey procedures,
interview procedures, or observation of public behavior in which either (a) the human subjects are elected or
appointed public officials or candidates for public office or (b) Federal statute(s) require(s) without exception
that the confidentiality of the personally identifiable information will be maintained throughout the research and
thereafter.
Research involving the collection or study of existing data, documents, records, pathological specimens, or
diagnostic specimens, if these sources are publicly available or if the information is recorded by the investigator
in such a manner that subjects cannot be identified, directly or through identifiers linked to the subjects.
†

Surveys, interviews, or observation of public behavior involving minors (persons under 19 years of age) cannot be
exempt.

I hereby certify that my research fully meets the categories indicated above. If my research
becomes ineligible for such exemption review, for any reason, I will re-apply for appropriate
UHSC review.
____________________________________________________________________________________
Signature

Date
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Nicholaos Jones
332 B Morton Hall
Phone: 256.824.2338
Fax: 256.824.2387
Email: irb@uah.edu

Nick Wilbourn
c/o Alanna Frost, Ph.D.
Department of English
UAHuntsville
Huntsville, AL 35899

March 9, 2012

Dear Mr. Wilbourn,
As chair of the IRB Human Subjects Committee, I have reviewed your proposal,
Queer/Safe Space in the Classroom, and found it meets the necessary criteria
for exemption from review according to 45 CFR 46. I have approved this
proposal, and you may commence your research. Please note that this approval
is good for one year from the date on this letter. If data collection continues past
this period, a renewal application must be filed with the IRB.
Please contact me if you have any questions.

Sincerely,

Dr. Nicholaos Jones
Chair, UHSC
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THE UNIVERSITY OF ALABAMA IN HUNTSVILLE

FORM 1: INSTITUTIONAL REVIEW BOARD APPLICATION
Instructions: In MS Word, highlight the shaded underlined box and replace with your text.
Double-click checkboxes to check/uncheck. Provide signatures where appropriate.

Principal Investigator/Study Director: Nick Wilbourn

Name: Nick Wilbourn
Status: Faculty

Staff

Student

Department: English
College/Research Center: UAHuntsville’s College of Liberal Arts
Telephone: 256-698-0786
Email: ndw0001@uah.edu

Supervising Faculty Information (if student)
a. Name: Dr. Alanna Frost
b. Campus Address: Morton Hall 222C
c. Email: frosta@uah.edu

Title of Study: Queer/Safe Space in the Classroom

Purpose of Study: To examine the syllabi and classroom practices of six randomly
selected UAHuntsville instructors (three from the department of English and three
from the department of education) to determine how (and if) these instructors are
creating safe spaces in their classrooms for the expression of queer (non-normative)
student identities
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Hypotheses: I expect to find a variety of practices in place, with some instructors
enacting anti-homophobic pedagogies, to varying degrees, explicit and/or implicit,
and some not.

Description of Subjects: Three composition instructors and three education instructors,
all over the age of 19

How Subjects Will Be Selected: At random, with verification that each instructor is over
the age of 19

Description of Procedure: I will observe the classroom practices of the instructors,
visiting each class for two sessions. What I will be looking for are examples of antihomophobic pedagogies that welcome the expression of queer identities and that
can be said to be fostering safe spaces for queer identity expression. My
methodology will be limited to examination of what the instructors say while
lecturing and how they respond to student questions in class. I will also look at
syllabi to find pedagogical evidence in established classroom norms and
assignments. No part of the class lectures will be recorded with a recording device,
though I will take field notes. No information about any students will be examined in
this study or collected in my notes. All data gathered about classroom practices will
be recorded and presented in ways that maintain instructor anonymity.

Instrumentation (if applicable): n/a

Duration of Study
a. Total amount of time with each subject: 3 hours
b. Time to complete study: March - April 2012
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Benefit(s) of the Study: As the Gay, Lesbian, and Straight Education (GLSEN) observes in
its School Climate Survey (2009), nine in ten LGBT students experience harassment
or discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation and/or gender identity. As
Catherine Fox (2007) observes, the creation of “safe space” campaigns (such as
those popularized by GLSEN) in public schools and universities is instrumental in
helping to eradicate heterosexist ideologies that permeate classrooms. Studying
what sorts of counter-heteronormative pedagogies are and are not enacted in
classrooms will demonstrate areas of transformation for theorizing future antihomophobic pedagogies and will gauge the usefulness of “safe spaces” as they are
currently conceived. Direct observation of whole-class instruction is necessary to
ascertain a fuller picture of each instructor’s pedagogical practices and will provide
concrete evidence from which to draw conclusions.

Possible Risks to Subject(s) and Precautions Taken to Avoid Risks: No foreseeable risks

How You Will Ensure Confidentiality/Anonymity: Instructors will not be mentioned by
name or by any other descriptors that uniquely identify them. Furthermore,
pseudonyms will be used to distinguish the six instructors in my research. The
syllabi, when not being examined by me, will be stored in a locked cabinet and
destroyed after the conclusion of the experiment. No data about students will be
collected.

Documentation of Informed Consent by Subject(s) Attached? Yes

No

Signature: _______________________________________________________________
Supervising Faculty Signature (if student):_____________________________________
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FORM 3: Application for Exemption from UHSC Review
Instructions: In MS Word, highlight the shaded underlined box and replace with your text.
Double-click checkboxes to check/uncheck. Provide signatures where appropriate.

Name: Nick Wilbourn
Date: 21 February 2012
Address: 7900 Madison Pike Apt 15019
City, State, Zip: Madison, AL 35758
Telephone: 256-698-0786
Email: ndw0001@uah.edu
Course Title & Number (if applicable): EH 601 – Writing Pedagogy
Course Instructor (if applicable): ____ _________________________________________ ______
Signature

Date

Research involving human subjects may be exempted from UHSC approval if the research fully
meets at least one of the following (please check all that apply) :†
Research conducted in established or commonly accepted educational settings, involving normal educational
practices, such as (a) research on regular and special education instructional strategies or (b) research on the
effectiveness of or the comparison among instructional techniques, curricula, or classroom management
methods.
Research involving the use of educational tests (cognitive, diagnostic, aptitude, achievement), survey
procedures, interviews, or observation of public behavior 1 in which information is obtained in a manner that
human subjects cannot be identified directly or through identifiers linked to the subjects, and in which any
disclosure of the human subjects' responses outside the research would NOT place the subjects at risk of
criminal or civil liability or be damaging to the subjects' financial standing, employability, or reputation.
Research involving the use of educational tests (cognitive, diagnostic, aptitude, achievement) survey procedures,
interview procedures, or observation of public behavior in which either (a) the human subjects are elected or
appointed public officials or candidates for public office or (b) Federal statute(s) require(s) without exception
that the confidentiality of the personally identifiable information will be maintained throughout the research and
thereafter.
Research involving the collection or study of existing data, documents, records, pathological specimens, or
diagnostic specimens, if these sources are publicly available or if the information is recorded by the investigator
in such a manner that subjects cannot be identified, directly or through identifiers linked to the subjects.
†

Surveys, interviews, or observation of public behavior involving minors (persons under 19 years of age) cannot be
exempt.

I hereby certify that my research fully meets the categories indicated above. If my research
becomes ineligible for such exemption review, for any reason, I will re-apply for appropriate
UHSC review.
____________________________________________________________________________________
Signature

Date
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